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Do we think in images or do we think in words? When I 
have asked this question people are ~requently hard put to 
"I don't knolo'J, " they will say, "Let me stop and 
think!". Those who immediately respond with " I think in 
wOt"ds" o~ten have second tt-loughts upon t"e~lection. 
not words the symbols ~or objects and ideas which, more 
o~ten than not, seem to have their reality in concrete ~orms 
or personal situations? And so we have " images" in OLW 
minds o~ these concrete ~orms (people, objects, or events> 
to which our thought and ideas pertain. 
Taken in this light, art as a basis ~or writing does 
not seem so ~ar-~etched a~ter all. For art opens doors to 
pet-cept ions. The artist through his images makes the 
invisible visibl~ and at the same time his representations 
are interpretations o~ his reality. 
The importanceo~ imagery should not be ovet" looked. 
There can be no question of the relevance o~ imagery to the 
process o~ thinking as put forward by scientist Albert 
Einstein (1945) : 
"The wcwds of the language as they are Io'Jr" i tten Ot-
spoken, do not seem to play any role in my mechanism of 
thought. The physical entities which seem to serve as 
elements in thought are certain signs and more or less clear 
images which can be voluntarily reproduced and combined. 
The above-mentioned elements are, in my case, of visual and 
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some o~ muscular type. Conventional words and other signs 
have to be sought for laboriously only in a second stage 
when the mentioned associative play is su~~iciently 
establ ished and can be t"ept"oduced at wi 11. II 1 
In my own case~ I am at one with Einstein -- I think in 
images. (and I suspect, ~or most children) images 
are a necessity. Kenneth Boulding, an economist, wrote a 
book entitled The Imag~ (1956) in which he demonstt-ated that 
li~e itsel~ is a process of building an image by which we 
interpret the events o~ our li~e. 
Het-bet-t F<:ead (1945) in Edufation TtH"oLlgh Art said that 
the aim o~ education should be the creation o~ artists since 
all faculties o~ thought, logic, sensibility and 
intellect are involved in artistic processes. 
Such sentiments and my reading o~ the relevant 
literature led me to the development of an approach which I 
have labelled the "Sto t-y Picture Progt"am." My intent is to 
describe the program in some depth, both its natut"e and 
implementation. 
In the Story Picture Program which is based on native 
the child takes the disparate elements of 
one spatial configuration (his drawing) and draws out of it 
a cohesive whole - his story. 
1 Ha d am at" d , J . I..b§' ___ "f.:..?.Y~_hq.LQ!d't~"_" __ g£. ___ .l.Q"v eDj;J.gil ___ Lr:!_ t h~ 
t!~t_hef!"!_at;ical fiel_~ Pt-inceton Univet"sitv Pt-ess. 1945. New 
York: Dover Publications. 1954. - -
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The story that emerges +rom his drawing is important in 
that the native child is representing and interpreting his 
world in his art and in his writing. He is +ree to draw and 
write what he knows about~ cares about or has experienced or 
imagined and in so doing he learns that there are no right 
or wrong answers. He learns that school is not an alien 
place where~ too o+ten in the past~ he was told (i+ not in 
so many words~ than at least by in+erence) to park his li+e 
and his experience outside the classroom door - since the 
learning~ the stories in the readers, were o+ten +oreign to 
him and bore little resemblance to his 
experiences on the Reserve. 
li+e and his 
Through Story Pictures the native child learns that his 
world is valued; that his li+e and his experience is the 
very "stU++" 0+ school in his art~ in talk and in story! 
1+ one looks more deeply into the arts in the 
curriculum as does Harry Broudy (1977) and asks "How basic 
is aesthetic education?" (p. 124) one leat-ns that at-t ot-ders 
+eeling by giving it expressive +orm perceptible to the 
senses. Through aesthetic perception human beings develop 
what Broudy calls an "image stot-e", a context 0+ ideas and 
concepts that gives meaning to reading~ any other symbolic 
learning and to li+e experience itsel+. Thus Broudy (1979) 
asserts that the arts are necessary~ not merely nice. 
Elsewhere he argues that arts are basic to higher levels 0+ 
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thinking (associative, applicative~ and interpretive) that 
schools so o~ten neglect in ~a.voux o~ replicative thought 
which met-ely reproduces what has been presented and is soon 
~orgotten (Broudy, 1982a). 
When living in a computerized, technocratic society, it 
becomes all too easy to accept a programmed way o~ teaching 
based on mass-produced educational materials which o~ten 
deny children's ability to create their own curriculum and 
may lead them to distrust their creative ability. This 
denial o~ creative development can make ~or an unbalanced 
consciousness - one in which artistic, poetic and intuitive 
modes o~ awareness are given little credence and can 
in an individual's inability to be sp i t- it ua I I y 
nourished through symbolic means. 
For i~ we do not nourish the creative side o~ children, 
will destructive side become dominant? On Indian 
Reserves, where there is 95 percent unemployment along with 
high incidences o~ ~ami ly bt-eakdown and violence, 
alcoholism, suicide, vandalism and destruction o~ Reserve 
properties, it is perhaps crucial that we develop children's 
creative talents so that the imposed time o~ 
adulthood can be spent in creative endeavors rather than in 
destructive pursuits. 
The Story Picture Program is one small attempt to 
develop in native 
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potential -from an early age and through it~ hope-fully, also 
help them develop a positive self-image. Because Bxt 
enables us to -fashion possibilities for our experience that 
go beyond the here and now. 
To the qu.estion o·f~ "Why at-t'?" I S<3.y this: the mind 
needs imagery. The mind needs art. Fot- it is in the 
heightened state of consciousness which is achieved in the 
artistic process that we 
t-eal i ty. 
interpret and make sense of our 
Janet Campbell 
v 
Blackfoot Indian Reserve 
Gleichen, Alberta 
February 27, 1987 
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CHAF'TEF~' I 
In Chapter One of this project, I describe the Story 
Picture Program, explain how it evolved. and discuss related 
matet-ials. Chapter Two examines the drawing and writing of 
Indian children in the light of pertinent 
related research. The rationale for Story Pictures is 
stated in Chapter Three while Chapter Four provides a course 
design with sample lessons. A handbook for teachers and 
examples of student work are also appended. 
My Story Picture Program was inspired largely by Sylvia 
Ashton-Warner's book, Teacher, and through involvement in a 
workshop by Doreen Wincott of Sardis, British Columbia. 
In the summer of 1975, I attended the Summer School of 
Reading at Western Washington State College in Bellingham, 
Washington, where I attended a workshop, "Ft-om Wt-iting To 
~:eading," by Don=~en Wincott. Her method was patterned on 
the Key Words approach described in Sylvia Ashton-Warner's 
book, Tea.chet- . 
._. __ ... _ ... _._-_ ....... _-.. -
Essentially, on the first day of school in 
Grade One, the pupils were asked what word they wanted to 
learn. The word was printed on a 4 x 9 inch colored card and 
given to the child to practice copving on the board. Then 
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the words were put into sentences--sentences ~irst modelled 
After a few days, the children composed 
their own sentences and in this way they began the process 
of reading, through writing o~ words and sentences of their 
own. 
On my return to the Blackfoot Reserve in September, 
1975, I was determined to use the writing-to-reading 
approach in my Grade One class at Crowfoot School. 
Although I started out with Doreen Wincott's model, it 
soon evolved into something quite different beca.L.lse I was 
working with Blackfoot Indian children. Through the years I 
had noted how easily and freely Indian children drew 
pictures. They loved to draw and were completely undaunted 
by drawing. There was never any hesitation or inhibition 
about drawing. I decided to capitalize on this ability and 
so it was that my Story Picture Program came into being. 
During that first year I started out with word cards 
but the following September I dispensed with the cards 
because I was gearing my program to the Native style of 
leat-ning It-Jhich is often desct" i bed as being holist.ic. (To 
-.--.--.-
Natives, the detet"m in i ng -Factot-s at-e wholes which ar-e not 
r-educible to the sum CJf the i r- par·ts. ) So it seemed to make 
more sense to start with the whole (the story or sentence) 
instead of the part (one word). 
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Put simply, what happened in my classroom was this: 
the children drew a picture and wrote a story each and every 
day in Grade One. I never assigned topics so each child was 
~ree to draw and write about whatever interested him/her 
that day. 
On the rare occasions when a child said he did not know 
what to write about I would talk to him and ask questions 
about his ~amily or events on the Reserve and very soon the 
child would be drawing and writing. Once a boy said, 
"Teachet-, I don' t want to do a StOt-y PictLu-e today." 
t-esponse was, "Well, you can write about that, Vet-non. 
1'1'1" 
You 
can write a story about why you don't ~eel like writing a 
stOt-y today." And he did. His picture showed a droopy-eyed 
boy. It turned out that he was tired and wanted to go to 
sleep (which he did shortly a~terwards). 
During September I would teach the alphabet, the 
lettet-s and sounds and the ~ormation o~ lettet-s and 
nu.met-a I s. I used the chalkboard a lot to demonstrate the 
~ot-mation o~ letters using the J~.~.U, EJ;..!.£Ji and .E.?nJ1y .!=ane to 
describe the various strokes, e. g., the lettet- "a" is a 
ball with a short stick stuck to it: the lettet- "d" is a 
ball with a tall stick stuck to it. This usually eliminates 
the b-d reversals so common with young children since they 
learn that the letter ~ has a tall stick. To emphasize the 
di~~erence between lower case band d still further, I 
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remind the children that the lower case ~ is like the 
capital ~ (they both start with a tall stick but the lower 
case h has no half-circle at the top - only at the bottom). 
The children would come to the chalkboard to practice 
printing their letters. In my classroom at Crowfoot~ I was 
lucky. I had blackboards all across the front and all 
across the back of the room so each child had a two foot 
space at the board with his/her name at the top. I could 
see them all at a glance and I would walk around giving help 
as needed. When the children could form their letters 
correctly on the board~ they would go to their desks and 
print them in a notebook or on lined paper. 
I a.lso used the Peabodv Langu?-ge DeveloQment Kit ~Jith 
its puppets and picture cards to develop oral language~ 
especially verb endings. There is no past tense in most 
Native languages so the children encountered difficulties 
with that. Also, in Blackfoot, there is one word that means 
ei thet- "DE" Ot-
chi ldt-en say, 
which is why you will often hear 
"Tommy, §h§: hit me," Ot- "Melanie, b.?'-:'_? sti 11 
outside" . To overcome this I would hold up various action 
picture cards from the Peabody Kit and have the children 
give the correct sentence for it, e. q. " tie is t- i d i nq a 
bike," or- "She is combing her hait-." 
For the first few weeks, the children would draw their 
pictures on newsprint or other blank paper and dictate a 
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(usually one sentence) which I printed on their 
pictLwe. They traced over my letters +or the +irst couple 
0+ weeks~ then I started leaving a space under the sentence 
and asked the children to copy-print the sentence in the 
sp<:1.ce below. 
Right a+ter Thanksgiving~ I would give them their +irst 
Story Picture notebook. They also were given a notebook 
dictionary - one page 0+ the notebook +or each letter 0+ the 
alphabet. Now they started writing independently and when 
they needed a word~ I printed it +or them in their personal 
notebook dictionaries. Very soon (since I was teaching and 
reviewing sounds and letters daily), the children would have 
theit- dictionary open at the t-ight page~ e. g. on the "§.gil 
In this way, they learned alphabetical 
order along with their sounds and spelling. 
As well, high-+requency words were up on the wall where 
children could re+er to them wot-ds such as: 
I also had picture charts 0+ zoo animals with names 0+ the 
animals printed under each picture; a +amily scene with all 
attached to the 
appropriate picture; action pictures with the appropriate 
ver bs; 
opposites; TV characters. 
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An important aspect 0+ my Story Picture Program was 
that I used their writing to ~ind out what I nel,,:,ded to 
teach, so my curriculum was based on their needs making it 
always immediate and relevant. In other words, their 
t-esponse IAJa.s mv I curriculum and I taught things when they 
arose in the children's writing, e. g. the -First time a 
child put conversation in his story I would stop and teach a 
lesson on quotation marks. Sure enough~ the next day or 
maybe even the same day, +our or +ive other kids just had to 
tt-y it +or· themselves _. they wanted to use "talking marks", 
too! 
I continued the Story Picture Program -For +ive years at 
Crow+oot School and when I became Principal and Kindergarten 
teacher at Old Sun School in 1980 I introduced it to the 
+ i ve-yeat- 0 Ids in Kindergarten and asked the Grade One 
teachers to continue it in their classes. 
It is now being used in the Junior and Senior 
Kindergarten classes at our new school (Chie+ Old Sun) as 
well as in the Grade One and Two classes. By stat-ting the 
daily Story Pictures with the four-year olds in the Junior 
Kindergarten, we have noticed that by the time the children 
get to Grade One their drawings are really quite remarkable. 
Visitors to the school o-ften find it hard to believe that 
children who are five and six years o~ age can draw such 
detailed pictures. 
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In September~ 1987~ our students entered a Native Youth 
Art Contest co-sponsored by Shell-Canada and OCD '88. 
InitiallY9 500 works ~rom Native students across Canada were 
submitted and judged 9 o~ which 100 were ultimately selected 
to be ~ramed and put on display in the Devonian Gardens, 
Calgary, Alberta~ during the 1988 Winter Olympics. 
Grade One students and one Grade Two student ~rom Chie~ Old 
Sun School were grand prize winners and had their art works 
displayed in this Native Youth Art Exhibition. It should be 
noted that these ~ive students wet-e the only winnet-s at so 
young an age; all the other winners were upper elementary, 
Junior and Senior high school students. Perhaps our six-
year old artists were winners because they have been drawing 
pictures on a daily basis since they were ~our years old and 
~irst started school. 
Al though I had given Story Picture workshops to 
teachers o~ Native children throughout the past ten years 
(in which I desct- i bed it and showed samples o~ students' 
work)~ it had not been ~ormally written about until a~ter I 
began graduate studies at the University o~ Lethbridge; at 
that time I began to research and Wt- i te about the 
Art/Writing/Native connections. 
literature indicated that drawing was 
indeed a solid base ~or beginning writing and, o-r: cour·se~ 
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thf.~ "1anl]u2l.qe e:,::p(~t" ience" 21.ppt"oach h2l.d ICln(] been used in the 
teaching o-f reading a.l'li:1 '.~.!t"itinq. 
Three courses at the University of Lethbridge had a 
in-fluence on the development o-f this one-course 
pt"oject. Education 5201, 
with Dr" • Butt, who gave me the 
opportunity through autobiography to put down on paper -for 
the -first time what I had been doing in the classroom -for 
years. Education 5200, 
Practice, Dr. Frank Sovka, in which I learned how to write a 
-formal curriculum design. Education 5930, 
LaJJ.9..uage and Leat-rlin...9, with Dr". LaLlt"ie Walket" in which I did 
preliminary research on my project and presented oral and 
written versions o-f it. The comments and -feedback on these 
presentations were useful and helped me to extend and 
clari-fy my -focus. 
I must also mention Antl-fl'''opoIDgy 3922, B.0tht"opoU:..:.!.9L...of 
the Nat"t"21.t"i Y..~ wi th Anna von Hat"bou ~'ihich t"e-emphasi zed f:ot" 
me the fact that we know our world through story and that it 
is through stories that we make sense of our world and our 
And, Education 5301, Ideas of the Great Educators 
'-"-"-~"-"'" ............... -... ----.. ----.-.-.-~ ... ~-•.. -- .... - .. _-_ .. _--_._-_._--
ll, qiven by Dt". 21.nd Dt". R. Bruno-Jaffre was 
helpful as well. In the course, the description of Paulo 
Freire's literacy work with South Amet'ican peasants served 
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to validate my own work with Native students since Freire 
also advocated having the learners write their own readers. 
In summary, then~ the Story Picture Program is one 
teacher"s contribution to Native curriculum. In the past 
~ew years, word o~ the program has spread and we have had 
groups ~rom the University o~ Lethbridge, the University o~ 
Calgary and ~rom Alberta Education in Edmonton visit our 
school and in February 1988, I was asked to do a workshop on 
the Program at the Treaty #7 Education Con~erence held at 
St. Mary's School on the Blood Reserve. As one outcome, 
teachers at Brocket, Stando+~ and Levern are now using the 
program in their classes. 
(Journals, Patterns Poems and Stories) 
Hand-in-hand with Story Pictures, the children at Chief 
Old Sun School also do Journal daily and pattern 
poems and stories weekly. Therefore, a teacher's handbook 
on Pattern Poems and Stories is included in the appendix as 
a part of the project. 
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CH~1PTEF: I I 
E~s'yJ._F;;.~~.Qf: __ JJJs .. _._1,- I T sE.B.JPBf~ 
~1]1:,:ltJE::~Il.QH~;. ___ It!s.....J'i6J~)~! .. s ___ l3.T!::!,P_E.;.NTL_0..E:J .. __ B.NR_~f: I TJ.N§ 
In this section the art and writing of Native children 
is examined in the light o~ related research. As well, I 
analyze and 
Ii tet-atut-e 
interpret the research findings, and review the 
in the light o~ my own experience in the 
classt-oom. The speci~ic purpose of the literature review is 
to explore whether representation by art, specifically 
dt-awing, 
chi ldt-en. 
facilitates the teaching o~ writing to Native 
Lastly, I desct- i be, in narrative style, the 
process o~ the Story Picture Program. 
.. D t- aw me a s t 0 t- y, .. I said to my Kindergarten children 
on the first day of school in September. 
but evet-y I could have said, 
picture tells a story. for art is pictorial language and 
carries a message just as surely as the written word does. 
One of the 'story pictures' on the first day was a 
drawing o~ a house with a fence. some trees, clouds, and in 
front of the house, a contorted figure on the ground with 
other ~igures standing nearby -- a drawing far more detailed 
and sophisticated than one would expect a five-year old boy, 
just entering Kindergarten~ to 
dictated story 0+ the plcture 
guessed) It'Jas: 
be able to draw. 
(which I 
"I'm tweak-dane i ng" 
wa.tching me." 
My Mom and Dad are 
Another drawing was 0+ a house on -fire with a 
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His 
lot o-f 
red crayon scribbled allover it (denoting -flames) and two 
stick -figures in the -foreground. The stOt-y~ 
"The house 
(Tiny, the artist-author, and his identical twin brother 
had, the previous year when they were four years old, burned 
down their- house. ) During the next four months of school, 
until the -family moved away~ Tiny drew more than a dozen 
pictures o-f burning houses; a recurring theme of an event 
which obviously held intense feeling and emotion -for him. 
Tiny's twin brother, Fred, also drew a burning house 
that fi roost day. His st.O(·-y: 
"The guy's in his house and needs help. 
This is an old house." 
Ther-e vJer-e many other- stOt- ies about. ':my house', ':my r'10m 
and Dad', 'my Gt"andma cooking bannock', about 'go:i.ng to town 
and buying groceries', As the children narrated the st.ory 
o-f the pictu('-e, I printed it for them explaining that this 
stor-y. 
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children traced over my letters~ but later copy-printed the 
words independently below mine. And this, 1n essence, was 
thE:> simple beginning and pn:Jcess o-F tt-I(;? btl.H··." Pictl ... we 
Does representation by art (speci-Fically drawing) 
-Facilitate the teaching 0+ writing to Native children? 
First of~ all, dt-a.wing is a natural and pleasurable 
a.c·t i v i t y • From my personal observation, based on eighteen 
years o-F teaching Native children, I have -Found that Indian 
children love to draw. One seldom hears a Native child say 
that he/she cannot draw. Perhaps this stems -From living on 
the Reserve, at some distance -From an urban setting (where 
the multiplicity o-F images can cause sensory overload), 
allowing these children to really look at and study things 
in t.hei t- distinctive environment, in other words, to really 
look at trees and clouds and animals. 
This <natural' aspect o-F drawing has been described by 
Victor Lowen-Feld ( 194·7) 
Gt-m-vth: 
-----
"l·r it wet-e possible +01- chilc1t-erl to 
develop without any inter+erence from 
the outside world, no special 
stimulation -For their creative work 
would be necessary_ Every child would 
use his deeply rooted creative impulse 
without inhibition, confident in his own 
kind of expression. We -Find this 
creative con-Fidence clearly demonstrated 
by tho':;e 
sections 
con-f:id\,?lIce. 
people whiJ live in 
o·F OUt" 
,ci!'t rot-
country ... lack of 
the ChIld IS merely 
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a. means o·F e:·:p t' t;)S<o.' :i, on. " 
Dt-awing communication then~ is elementa.l and bastc. It 
is also universal. According to Marvin Klepsch (1982) in 
words in the early stages of a child's development. 
Using drawing as a precursor to writing makes sense 
when one considers that the earliest form of writing was 
picture-writing, or pictographs. For if prehistoric man had 
not perceived that his drawings conveyed meanings, not only 
to himself but also to others, the earliest form of 
pi ctOt- i a,l communication, p ic-tLwe-Wt- i t i ng, would pt-obably 
never have begun. Prehistoric man left no written records 
but he left pictorial images~ scratched, carved or painted 
on the surfaces of rocks and caves. So, in the history of 
human development, befot-e the (w!'-itten) .!::1.9. .. C"g, thet-e \rJa.s the 
image. 
The important understanding we derive from 30,000 year-
old drawings in the caves of France and Spain according to 
is that, "the making of images is a ~"ay of: p<:;\t-ticipating in 
life and of possessing or making completely one's own, those 
events which are particularly significant 
14 
reveal the quality o~ true relatedness between ourselves and 
some 2\SPI,'!ct 0+ the e)<tet-l\iOi.l I{--Jol""ld. II (p. l7:2) 
by c.kawi nq we CO'-Istt-U.ct i ng 
representations o~ the world~ 0+ our reality. Df-awing as a 
ll1eans~ as d_ way 0+ n?pt-esenting t-ea_Iity~ has m~.~_.!lt.r.!..9. It is 
1-t-om the t-ept-esentations we make tlla.t we gain "a sense o-f 
continuing existence in a world that has a past and a 
a wQt-Id that remains in existence whether we are 
there to pt-ove it Ot- not." (James Britton, 1970~ p. 18) 
North American Plains Indians used pictographs to tell 
stories, so using drawings as a basis -for writing can be 
related to historical roots o-f Native communication and 
since pictographs are a part 01- their heritage, we can 
instill a sense o-f pride in Native children by linking the 
past to the present. 
Also, the Native child's drawings-writings 
Pictures), serve to validate his li+e and experience because 
the story-pictures are sel-f-generated. Each child is -free 
to draw about any subject no topics are ever assigned, 
and so the child draws what is 0+ importance or interest to 
him. The underlying assumption is that the Native child's 
sel-f-concept will be enhanced because his experiences 
d(:'!pici:ed in dt-a\>JJ.ng a_lid ~"Hiting at-e valued, v-lith the hidden 
mesisaql:""= to the st_Ll_dent be i ng, "f'1v eu I 1::.l.u-e 'I my e)-:per i ence is 
\/alu€'~d. " 
1.5 
With Story Pictures (as 1 have named this program), the 
Native child can begin to de+ine himself and his environment 
on paper as an act of self-discovery. His drawings serve to 
st.imulate and talking well as If-witinc.:l .. 
Through daily story picture creating, the Native child gains 
practice in and improves his reading, writing, speaking and 
dt- aw i ng sk i 11 s. As well. he has shaped and 
coped with some bit of experience. The child invests 
his/her drawing with meaning which is one step in the total 
symbolizing process (or representative function). 
James Bt- i tton ( 1970) says that in the process of 
symbolizing the wot-Id, we at-e "ot-det-ing, familiarizing, and 
thet-eby mastet- i ng what would othenAlise remain 
undiffet-entiated confusion." 
Frank Smith (1977), in exploring the uses of language, 
proposed a corresponding non-language alternative for each 
use, and posed the question of whether each 1 a.nguage use 
wa.s, in fact, .!;lased on the q?la.ted non-language altet-na.tive. 
Smith said: 
"I·F everv language use depends on a 
prior non-language alt~rnative, then the 
most effective way to develop language 
use and thereby language fluency would 
be through the underlying non-language 
means ... The way to promote in children 
the difficult representational or 
descriptive function of language, for 
example, might lie in the simult.aneous 
(} t- ~,:;\/f:~ n 
a 1. t. e t- ri a t j v.?' 
prior encouragement of 
forms of representation, 
such 
play, 
as drawing, model-building, 
qel!e.r-,:tl") y." (p. b41) 
t-e.late.dn('?ss o-f Idnqu.age 
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or' 
is not 
surprising if one considers that both lanquage and drawing 
are part of the symbolic -function of the brain which makes 
possible the event Ot-
conceptual scheme by means of a signifier or sign. 
Sever'a 1 behavior- 'Fall this 
representational or figurative ability of the mind, and all 
are based on the evocation of an object or event which is 
not present, according to Penny Platt (1977, p. 262). These 
functions appear toward the end of a child's second year and 
inct-ease in complexity through the sixth year when 
representation is combined with abstract thinking. Thus 
gr-aphic images manifest progressive stages of a child's 
mental and physical development. (Penny Platt, 1977, p. 262) 
In the Story Picture Program, the Native child's self-
initiated drawings followed by the writing o-f his spoken 
words help the child to understand the transference of 
(w to itt. e n V·JO t- c:1) • 
emphasi;·:ed by Vygotsky (1.962) tha,t the rnair'! st.'Jmblinq block 
to IrH-iting is the abstract quality n~ written language. 
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Children who are helped to understand how they converted 
i df.~as ( i nn(,,'I" thoughts) into fJ,1··a.phic ( pic t 1...1, t"' e ) symbols at"e 
pet"haps t::H?t tet- pr'epa,t"ed to convet-t g t- aph ic images into 
alphabetic images or (written) words. 
With the Story Picture method, which starts with 
drawing pictures~ the writing (actu2i.l printing o~ letters 
and wot-ds) can be i ntt-oduced as 
reducing its novelty and anxiety. Because they have been 
drawing and developing their ~ine motor skills through art, 
the children write as spontaneously as they draw. 
Visitors to Old Sun School on the Black~oot Reserve at 
Gleichen, Alberta have o~ten remarked on the exceptionally 
neat printing o~ the children~ which could be a result o~ 
~i ne-motOt- development (An 
interesting side-bar to this~ was the recent report o~ the 
Gleichen School Annual Handwriting Awards which appeared in 
In Gt-a.des 1, 2., 4, 5 and 6 awat-ds went. to ~..?J;.i vg students, 
and a,ll o~ these students attended Kindergarten and Grade 
One at Old Sun School where they participated in the Story 
Picture Program o~ drawing and writing on a dally basis. 
An important aspect o~ this drawing-to-writing program 
is in thE? "tt~·llinq" of the. stol-'-l 01- meaning emhedded in t.he 
chi ] d' s pic tr.,.1 t- E:! • The opportunity of 
story helps the Native child to make a smooth transition 
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into sequential thjnkjng and anecdotal writing and speakIng 
s:ince tt-le composing process involves organizing one's 
thoughts. Having the picture in front o~ him as a constant 
referent or reminder helps the child to recall the ideas and 
events of his story as captured in the drawing. 
Walker (1986) expressed it: 
"Could it be that t.he pt-ocess of 
composing a picture releases and stores 
a set of information that helps the 
writing of the story? One of the 
problems of writing for young children 
is that the hand cannot keep up with the 
mind and ideas get lost. The holistic 
organization of a picture offsets the 
loss of information that the linear 
nature and production of writing 
entails." 
As Laut-is 
The usefulness of the pictorial mode as an aid to 
cognition is also supported by Jerome Bruner (1966) who 
identified three modes of representing objects and events: 
enactive, The first mode is 
representation by action, e.g. manipulation of objects. The 
second (iconic) mode refers to representation in the form of 
images. Images are spatial wholes, like a map or a picture. 
Symbolic (abstract) representation involves the use of a 
code, usually language, to represent objects and ideas. The 
symbol ~I unlike the icon. does not. beat- any physical 
resemblance to the object it represents. 
These representational models are not age-locked. In 
each stage of development. the three modes are operating. 
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For example~ most pre-schoolers are using all three modes of 
They wave "goodbye" (er\CI.ct.ive), d~"airJ a ·t-::ace 
or figure (iconic) and speak a language (symbolic). 
Since Native children are said to be visual learners~ 
the JC..9D . .!..<; mode i.n/oul d appe,::it·- to be 
cognition. 
i mpcn-ta.nt in Nat i ve 
The Plains Indians had dramatic ceremonies involving 
visions~ stories and fasting. Learning through visions 
became a powerful means of tapping the learning process. 
(Paul Marashio, 1982). In some respects, drawing is based 
on a. kind Oie "innet- vision" and it may be that Indian 
children are good at drawing because of their innet- vision 
keen ability to visualize. According to Marashio, 
" •• . obset-vation was acutely developed a.mong the Native 
Amet- icans. They could describe i n det..::;. iI, events and 
activities of times long past. Sensitivity and awareness to 
the occurrences around them were developed to a high 
intensity." 
Studies done in Canada by MacArthur (1968) a.nd BE:n-y 
( 1969) have confirmed relatively strong spatial-perceptual 
abilities in Canadian Native children. Other research into 
cu I tut-a.l leat·-ning styles \Ali th II b i '_"p Ct 1 a 1'-
distt-ibu.i:.ic1ns" su.ch as field dependence/-Field independenCE! 
(IrJei t;~. 1971.) cl.nd global/a.nalytic pn:)Cessil1g~ (Das et a1, 
1.979= and More, 1984). 
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Field independence is the degree to which an individual 
can separate a figure from lts backqround~ a part from the 
whole~ oneself from the environment. A field independent 
(FU is more able to provide an organizational 
a. 'held little 
Ot-ganization~ (e.cl" unmapped ten-ain). 
A field dependent (FD) pel'-son is more conscious of 
othet- peop Ie (more socially aware and responsive to those 
around him) whereas the field independent (FI> individual 
... J ill impose his own structure on a field (spatial or 
conceptual) much more readily than a field-dependent (FD) 
individual. 
Weitz ( 1971> studied two Indian cultural 
Algonkian and Athapaskan~ and within these groups separated 
transitional, and traditional groups, as well as 
male-female and older-younger. She found that the overall 
group scored very high on FI and the more traditional people 
were more FI than urban Indian people. She also found that 
FI increased with age and that females were more FI than 
ma.les. 
The implications of those research findings indicate 
that it is more effective for teachers of Indian children to 
new a.nd diff:icI...1.lt ma.tE~t .. i a 1 in a. 
visual/spatial/perceptual mode rather than a verbal mode. 
While Indian students need to improve their skills in t hf? 
mode t.his:; is best accomplished by us i ng 
viSl..lal/spatial methods 19B4) u Thus, the 
visual/spat.:i.a.l r.p . .la 1 it. i es O::)i- t.he drawings would appear to 
validate t.his approach to writt.en language wherein the child 
t.akes the disparate elements o~ a spat.ial con+iguration (his 
drawing) and draws out o~ it a cohesive whole (his story). 
Da.s (1975~ 1979) has done into 
simultaneous/successive cognitive processing. Simu.ltaneous 
processing re+ers to the synthesis o~ separate elements into 
or perceiving things as a whole -- a holistic, 
global p,·-ocess. Successive processing re~e~s to processing 
in+ormation in a serial or sequential order -- an analytic, 
Indian students show strengths in global, holistic 
processing which would indica.te that the "whole wot-d" Qt" 
sight word method of teaching ~~ading would be superior to 
the phonics method which starts with individual letters and 
their sounds. So begl.nning wi.th a "story" -" a meaningful 
entity and whole words as the Story Picture program does, 
builds on the strengths of t.he simultaneous processing 
abill.ties of Native children. 
diet i.onat-y". Children have a notebook-di.ctionary in which 
words requested by the students are spelled correctly by the 
Alt.hough this is in opposition to the invented-
spelling approach to writing, there is research which would 
suPPOt-t t.he "CDt"TE'Ct" spe 11 i nq met. hod. 
Susan Philips' ( 1972.) stt,l,dy em the W,3nll Spt-ings 
Reset-vation in with the differences in 
participation and communication structures in childt-en's 
homes as opposed to that of the schools. In the home 
situation~ children do not demonstrate skills until they are 
pt-oficient, whet-eas in the classroom "the pt-ocesses o·F 
acquisition of knowledge and demonstration of knowledge are 
collcl.psed into the single act of answering questions or 
reciting when called upon to do so by the teacher. Het-e the 
assumption is tha.t one and learn more 
effectively through making mistakes in front of others." 
This is contrary to the Indian way of practicing until one 
is proficient in a skill. 
Cazden and John (1969. 1971) found that leat-rdng of 
most Indian children was more visual than verbal. This was 
t-elative t-ef lected different performances: 
supet- iOt- i ty on tests of visual abilities, ski 11 in 
interpreting photos, proficiency in spelling, proficiency in 
completing culturally developed art forms and learning by 
imi tat ion. Also. there had to be certainty of success 
before the task was undertaken. 
Arthur More (1985) discussed the Trial-and-Error versus 
the Watch-then-Do learning modes. o·f leaxning 
in Indian cultures could be described a Watch-then-Do, (as 
in learning to make a fishnet) or Listen-then-Do or Think-
then·-··Do, (e. g. thinking through a response carefully and 
thoroughly before speaking). This is in contrast with 
Trial-and-Error learning which is often found in classrooms 
whet-ein a student "tt"ies out" a.n anS\hJet" vet-ba.lly and then 
improves the answer after feedback on errors from the 
teacher or fellow students. The Native way is not to 
display a skill in public until proficiency is achieved so 
enabling the children to practice correct spelling in their 
story-writing would complement their characteristic way of 
And because of their excellent perceptual skills, 
Native students have been found to excel in spelling (visual 
( Ca tty, 1980 ) 
It is important not only to recognize differences in 
learning styles of Native children but also to develop the 
weaker learning style so that students will e:<pand thei t-
learning strategies. More (1985) suggests 
that it is often possible to develop the weaker learning 
st Y I e by .\:ISJ.D.9. the st..r .. 9DQ~L~. 1 eax n i ng sty leu Thus phonics 
skills which involve individual sounds and 1 et tet-s ca.n be 
developed by using the students' .9I.9.._~~~..L skill fot- complf:·ting 
the incomplete, (viz: 
Researchers Parker ( 1.975) ( 1976) 
"...,.. II 
...:."..,. 
have 
argued that the school proqram should start with the child's 
linguistic, cult.ut-al e:-:fJet-ient ial knov-Jledge and 
strengths to ensure that the child's cognitive, emotional 
and social 
his cultural and linguistic identity is not threatened. 
These concet-ns have also been in 
sociolinguistic studies Halliday 
(1978), Medway (1981) and Michael and Collins (1984). 
The importance o~ building cultural relevance into the 
school program ~or Native students is also stressed by Leona 
Foerster and Dale Little Soldier (1980) who say that Native 
children need to talk and write about what they know best. 
It is important ~or the teacher to ~ind out what is going on 
in the Indian community~ e.g. Tribal celebrations or Pow-
Wows, and that the child be encouraged to draw on these 
personal, cultural experiences in his talking, writing and 
art. 
These sentiments are echoed by Lucy McCormick Calkins 
(1978) who sa_ys: 
"Chi 1 dr-en 
subjects 
will write well when their 
are something they know and 
ci:1.I"--e about. ••. 
Teachers who listen to children will 
help them know that their thoughts and 
adv(-:?ntuxes al--E? worth \-'-)t"" it i ng about" 01 
The +act that the art and story (Story Picture) are 
sel+-initiated qives power and validity to the Indian 
child's own experience, whlle building on the child's talent 
in drawing, providing a stronq starting point. 
Penny Platt (1977) +ound that graphic images are pat-t 
0+ a visual vocabulary which has intense personal meaning to 
the chi 1 d. She says that is a "symbiot. ic 
t-elat ionship" among drawing, writing, reading~ speaking and 
listening. She labelled het- method "gt-apho-l inguistics" a.nd 
documented how graphic images provide a concrete +oundation 
+or developing abstract sound-image relationships 
and chi Idt-en' s increased enthusiasm to learn reading and 
writing. Spoken vocabu laT ies a.nd silent 
vocabularies were also enhanced. 
We know our world through story. Gordon Wells (1986) 
in his book, The r1eani n..Q~ket-':§., (p. 194) says tha.t 
constructing stories in the mind is one 0+ the +undamental 
means 0+ making meaning 0+ our world~ 0+ events 
lives, 0+ our reality. 
So the Indian child who writes: 
is 
"The C"H- Ct- ashed 
people said Help. 
Nobody CamE!." 
desct- i bi ng his t-ea.lity. 
on the 
'flle 
The 
I·-oad. TI-.e 
cat" buxned. 
little girl who drew a 
church and the long winding road (an exact representation of 
'--,j 
... ::"::J. 
ambulance is bt-inging Alvin to the gt··a.ve~" is tt-yi.ng to make 
sense of the death of her uncle. 
Many of the stories the children write depict Reserve 
life and are often filled with images of death and violence 
and in many of the drawings the police car predominates--the 
R.C.M.P. is a very noticeable presence of the Reserve--as in 
the following narrative: 
"Dan-yl is driving the jeep and Darryl 
punched Bobby. Toby went to town. Toby 
and Darryl went in the bar and got 
drunk. The police came and took them to 
Jail. Their wives came and brought them 
home. Toby and Dan-yl said they 
wouldn't dt-ink again. II Cody Wt-ight~ 
Ap t- i 1 , 1. 976. 
In November, a one-sentence story: 
"Nobody was home and the cat- was goi ng 
to get stolen." Vernon Big Sna.ke. 
Children in the Story Picture Program are also read to 
evet-y day to bui 1 d up a "I i tet-axy stot-ehouse", a Ii t.et-atut-e 
background that they can draw upon for their own writing. 
Often poetic, "litet-at-y" language and imager-y will begin to 
appear in the children's writing as evidenced by a 5-year 
old boy in my Grade One class who wrote: 
"The Indian is dancing r·clund the fir-e 
and the bumblebees are going to the sun. 
(Michael Crowchief). 
Or the little girl who wrote: 
"The sun 
clClud is 
is lighting the water and the 
rna.de of ice-ct-eam. II 
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Then there was Leslie who wrote: 
And Galen's rainy-day story-picture which went: 
liThe sky 
my bus." 
is C t" ac king. It's raining on 
Finally, many Indian children live in poverty and very 
close to violence and death, and perhaps we haven't 
considered writing (drawing) as catharsis as a healing 
process; as a release for pent-up emotion, problems~ fears, 
frustrations and troubles. Wt- it i ng about it, fantasizing 
about the wishes, lies and unspoken dreams of their lives 
can alleviate the pain and help children to feel better. 
I had a little boy in Grade One at Crowfoot School one 
year who was a runaway. He and his older brother who was in 
Grade Six were in the Children's Shelter at Gleichen and/or 
in various foster homes on the Reserve because the parents 
were alcoholics and when they were drinking they would leave 
the children at home alone without any food. That is when 
Social Services would apprehend them and put them in the 
She I tet- 01·- in a foster home if a family could be found who 
would take them. 
So, at least once a month, Gabe and his brother would 
take off from school dut" i ng lunch hour, sneak up to the 
highway and hitchhike to Calgary to look for t.heit" paxents. 
So Gabe missed about two weeks of School each month, until 
Social Services found him and brought him back again. 
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Gabe wrote stories. His stories were peopled with 
monsters as tall as the Calgary Tower (which always appeared 
in his drawings)~ monsters Who would always by smashing and 
breaking down buildings. In his stories~ there were always 
houses bLu-ning up~ cat-s "spinning out at 70 miles per- hoUl·-~" 
cars and buildings that "blue" up~ and at the end o~ the 
"We wel·-e packing up and going to 
Cal ifon1ia to -find a house." One story 0+ Gabe's started 
out: "It was Cht-istmas in Califot-nia and we wet-e swimming 
in the swimming pool." 
Gabe and his -family had, the previous year, lived in 
Seattle, Washington, and Ga.be told me they went to 
California and maybe that was a happy time for him because 
the -family was together and maybe that"s why he kept writing 
that same ending to nearly all his stories of monsters, 
-fires, explosions and car crashes. Maybe it helped him to 
feel better to write a happy endin~, to conclude each story 
wi th: "We wet-e packing up- and going to Cali-fot-nia to -find a 
house. " 
Kris Kristofferson, who has written some of the most 
lyrical, tender and poetic songs of the past decade, said 
this about the writing of songs to alleviate the hurt: 
"Take just an ot-dinat-y dude, though, 
non-creative; he's lost his old lady and 
that's all he is--a loser. A writer, 
though, he uses that loss. he can write 
about it and get a good feeling from 
that. Maybe not as good as the feeling 
h~ .gOt. W~~h his old lady, b'.J.t h(?"s still 
bettpr o~~ tt-~ th - . 
'-- - '_.n e quv 'dho rar-"t· ···t at.all_" _. _. - I_Wtle 
I found 01 Ii tf IE' bird. He 
c.~utin ,t Fir I brou3 ht 
h.\m to the doctor. He . 
30t Q checK- up I 6rousht 
h!nl hOnlt. 
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CH?WTER I I I 
The purpose o~ this section is to establish the nature 
o~ the relationship between art and writing and to look at 
how they relate to the Native child. Drawing upon the 
research ~indings cited in the review o~ the 
how and why o~ the Story Picture Program 
including the ways it can enhance the development o~ Indian 
children's reading and writing skills. 
Whv Story Pictures? 
Writing has its roots in picture-making activities. 1+ 
early humans had not discovered that their drawings conveyed 
meanings to others as well as themselves~ the earliest ~orm 
o~ pictorial communicat ion~ pi ctl.we-wt- it i ng ~ wou I d nevet-
have begun. North American Indians used pictographs to tell 
stories so using drawing as a basis ~or writing can be 
related to the historical roots o~ Native communication. 
The interaction between language and drawing is not 
surprising i~ one considers that both are part o~ the 
symbolic ~unction 0+ the brain which makes possible the 
representation o~ an object~ event, or conceptual scheme by 
means o~ a symbol or sign. 
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The Story Picture Program is an attempt to enhance the 
de'v'elopment o·f Native5tudf?nt.s:' Ira-°j.tinq skill::;. 
emphasizes the child's cognitive and affective strengths and 
uses a child-centered approach that stresses the validity of 
the native child's experience as the basic material of 
leat-ning. 
Because in today's society the written word has become 
one of the most basic means of communication, it is 
important that Native students become proficient in the use 
of the English language if they are to function successfully 
as adults in the dominant society. By 
writing program to Native students 
introducing a daily 
in Grade One, Native 
students will develop their writing skills from an early 
age. 
Children'S drawings provide a natural introduction to 
writing and reading. Before there was reading there had to 
be writing and the earliest form of writing was picture-
writing (pictographs). Perhaps one of the reasons there are 
so many reading problems is because we are teaching reading 
in the wrong order (before writing) and as a separate 
entity. Pe r· hap s; :i. t is time to go tia.ck to the ",·-oots" o·f 
reading--and those roots are in art. 
Graphic images are a part of the visual vocabulary 
which has intense meaning to the child. Demonstrating how a 
picture image can be transformed to a word 
children understand that written words do serve a purpose--
they tell a story faster than a picture does. 
Learning theory stresses the importance of starting 
where the child is (i.e., with the child's interests). The 
Story Picture program is based on what is relevant to the 
Native child. He is free to draw and write about the things 
he is interested in, not a topic assigned by the teacher. 
The child's experiences are valued and this fosters self-
confidence and serves to enhance the self-concept of the 
Native child. The child learns that what he thinks about 
and draws, he can talk about; what he says can be written 
(or dictated); what has been written can be read; he can 
read what he has written and what others have written for 
him to read. 
The writing (and the reading) are more relevant and 
meaningful to the Native child because the vocabulary has 
been self-selected; the stories are personal and come from 
the lived experiences of the child; the activity (drawing) 
is pleasurable; and the reading of the Story Picture is 
fully comprehended because it is axiomatic that a child 
cannot draw what is not already known. 
A characteristic of reading which poses problems for 
children is that the story to be read is about somebody 
else's experiences. The child must be able to identify with 
the characters in the story if he is to continue to read 
wit h i ntel·-est. and without confusion. Child~en who a~e ~ead 
to at home can handle this psychological adj 1 .. l.stment. In 
many i nsta.nces ~ Nat.ive cl··,ildr-el"l c:anmJt., so it. seems logical 
to assume that Native children will have greater success i+ 
reading attempts are written by themselves. 
Also, the ability to organize one's thoughts in writing is 
help-ful -full comprehension of someone else's written 
thoughts. The opportunity of narrating a picture-story ~ill 
help the Native child make a smooth transition into 
sequential thinking and anecdotal writing and speaking. 
Graphic images may hold great promise for laying a good 
reading -foundation for Native children based on these 
factot-s: 
1. Drawing comes naturally to most Native Children. 
2. The child invests her or his drawings with meaning 
which is one step in the total symbolization 
process (or representative function) that can be 
externally perceived by the child as will as the 
teachet- . 
"< 0_' • Art is a universal 
of communication. 
language and a valuable means 
4. Introducing the Story Picture Program by relating 
it to North American Indian pictographs (picture-
writing) can helD to instill a sense of pride in 
Indian heritage by linking the past to the 
pt-esent. 
5. Children who are helped to realize that they can 
convert verbal images (talking about an event) 
into graphic images (drawings) are preparing 
themselves to convert graphic images into 
alphabetic images or words and sentences. 
6. Since reading cannot 
converted into written 
take place until speech is 
symbols. handwriting should 
be the intermediary step between drawing and 
reading. In this program, writing can by 
introduced as written art, thereby reducing its 
novelty and anxiety. Drawing makes it possible 
~or children to accommodate old skills into new 
skills because the drawing activity prepares the 
children's muscles ~or the writing movements. 
7. The Story Picture Program in which the child is 
+ree to draw and write about any topic serves to 
validate the Native student·s li~e experience. 
The underlying assumption is that the Native 
child's sel~-concepts will be enhanced because his 
e:-:pet-iences (depicted in dt-awing and wt-iting)_ ciu-e 
valued with the hidden message to the student 
being, "My cultLwe, my e>:pet-ience is valued." 
CH{~F'TE~: I') 
The purpose o~ the course design is to provide the 
background and organization o~ the Story Picture Program, to 
list the intended learning outcomes, present sample lessons 
along with additional teaching strategies and methods-o~ 
evaluation. Samples o~ students' Story Pictures are also 
included. 
I NTf':ODUCT I ON 
This course is designed ~or Grade One students, aged 
~ive and six years. The class is composed o~ Native 
American children living on the Black~oot Indian Reserve and 
attending Old Sun School at Gleichen, Alberta. 
When they enter Grade One these children have already 
had two years o~ pre-school: K4 (Kindergarten +or 4-year 
olds) and K5 (Kindergarten ~or 5-year olds). K4 is a 
nursery play-oriented and orientation-to-school program 
under the direction o~ a Native teacher aide and runs ~or 
two hOLl.t""s del. i 1 y. vt::.-r··.d is a Readiness-~or-Grade 
Start type of program taught by a trained ECS teacher. 
These children have experienced a variety 0+ art and 
reading readiness activities in K5. They have begun the 
initial phase of the Story Picture program which will be 
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continued in Grade One. In the K5 progl"am, the children 
have been drawing and painting pictures, then dictating to 
the teacher the story 0+ their picture which the teacher has 
printed at the top or bottom of their pictures, wherever 
there is room. It is interesting to note that often after a 
few days (or weeks) the children start leaving a two-inch 
strip of "empty' space at the bottom of their drawings 
because they realize that this is where the "story' of their 
picture goes. 
Most children 
teacher's printed 
in K5 have begun tracing over the 
letters of sentences, while a few have 
copy-printed the sentences below the teacher's printing to 
make the Story Picture more truly their o~n. 
Appendix A.) 
(See sample--
The children like to draw pictures about their families 
and various events and aspects of Reserve life; sports 
events, (hockey, basketball~ wrestling and hunting); fantasy 
characters~ ghosts and monsters; TV cartoon character, 
(Inspector Gadget, Optimus Prime and the Transformers, Pac-
Man, Superman). They also frequently draw pictures of and 
weave stories about fires and accidents, 
killing and death and funerals. 
the R.C.M.P., and 
Readiness and perceptual and psychomotor skills were 
stressed in K5 so most of these children know their ABC's, 
their numerals, and their colors. and can print their names 
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and copy-print their stories. Ihus~ the Grade One Story 
Picture Program will serve to expand the children's artistic 
and writing/reading abilities to take them beyond their 
I eVE:~ 1. s telling and writing their own 
CJF':G{iN I Z AT ION 
-----.-.-~-~ 
In the Story Picture program the children are free to 
draw whatever they wish. The teacher should not assign 
topics as this is an intrusion~ (the tea.cher impos i ng het-
ideas onto the child). I -feel that "art -fat- the chi Id is 
met-ely a means o-f e;':pt-ession" (Lowen-feld p. 7) and i-f we 
allow it to develop naturally and without interference we 
won't thwart the child's creative growth. 
I -feel that highly-structured units based on 'topics' 
selected Ot- decided upon in advance by the teacher would 
destroy that wonderful, spontaneous outpouring we get -from 
children who draw and write what they want to draw and write 
a.bout. Could it be that we give <topics' and artificially 
<motivate" students to produce art andlor writing because we 
don't trust children to be able to come up with ideas o-f 
their' olt.m? Have chi Idt-en alt-eady bet.=~n "intet-+et-ed with", by 
the time they reach Grade One so that teachers must make 
ela.bot-ate plans in order to stimUlate them to produce what 
really ought to come naturally to most children? 
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As an example, maybe the Native child played hockey in 
Tiny Mites the night before and is bursting to express the 
but. I 
'intrude' and tell him he has to draw a picture of a school 
bus that day, I am 'int.el"·h~~-inq;· wi t.h wha.t is impod:.ant. to 
him that mOt-ning and I am "eminded o-f L..ow€'1ni=eld' 5 sta.tement: 
"An'}" wot-k that is f:ot-ced upon a. pet-son ct-eat.es tension ci.nd 
dissat is'Faction:'', (p. 16) , and "The independent thinking 
child will not only express whatever comes into his mind but 
will tackle any problem, emotional Ot- ment.al, that he 
encounters in life. Thus his expression serves also as an 
emotiona.l outlet." (p. 21) 
On those rare occasions when a child says he can"t 
think of anything to draw, the teacher should dialogue with 
the child, asking him about Reserve events he may have 
participated in, or about -family members, older- Ot- younget-
siblings, or what he saw while coming to school on the bus 
and soon the child decides on ~ Story Picture. 
Since there are no 'topics' in Story Picture Program, 
my course design will concentrate on the 'process' of how 
skills will be introduced and taught. f4s stated in my 
Introduction (Chapter Il, skills are taught as they arise in 
the children's writing, so that teaching is based on student 
needs and is always relevant to their immediate work. I .. h~j.J~. 
the ~:il·c.:t. 
uses conversatjon in his Story Picture is when I teacl"', a 
or quotation marks. The ~;ame lesson on <talking marks' 
applies to punctuation, 
The teaching technique 
to contractions, and possessives. 
is one o~ continuous diagnostic 
analysis of the students' writing followed by ~ocused 
teaching based on student needs. 
It should be noted that the lessons to be taught are 
not taught once and then forgotten. Rather they are in the 
nature of a 'spiral curriculum' whereby material is reviewed 
and re-taught throughout the year each time the need arises. 
The cognitive, affective, perceptual and psychomotor 
skills listed below are a compilation of those given in most 
Pt"ovi nc ial Language Arts Curriculum Guides, and teachers 
manuals as well as a number of my own. Whenever possible, 
the source is given. 
Cognitive Skills 
1. The chi ld should unciet-sta.nd t.hat a picture CCl.n be 
used to tell a story. 
2. The child should understand that a picture image 
(drawing) can be trans~ormed to a word image and 
written words serve the purpose o~ telling a story 
faster that a picture does. (Penny Platt, 1977) 
~. The child should conceptualize that 
4. 
b) 
d) 
LI·(> 
i: a 11. ,,,hl~".I.t. 
he talks about (53.\/5 ) can be 
he C<3.n "-sad 
ot.hE~I·-s h3ve 
({'1l1en, F<:. V. 
jn Readinq) 
what he can write and what 
written for him to read. 
(1966) Language Experiences 
The c hi I d shOLl I d undet-stand that lettet-s of i::he 
alphabet are used in writing words. 
5. The child should understand that each letter may 
be written two ways, capital and lowet--ca.se 
6. The child should understand that we use the same 
letters over and over when we write. 
7. The child should become aware that all manuscript 
writing can be done with straight lines, circles 
and parts of circles. 
8. The student should be able to space letters and 
words adequately so the reader can distinguish 
them and understand directionality principles, 
( 1 e-ft to t-ight, top to bottom. one line at a 
time) . 
9. The child should understand what a sentence is and 
should be able to express ideas in thought units. 
10. The child should develop the ability to dictate 
words, sentences and stories. 
11. 
41. 
The child should develop the ablilty to discuss 
dnd i D i liter· <:l.Ci::. (1 i st.E'}n and 
discuss) what other children say and write and to 
relate other's ideas to his own experiences. 
12. The child should become aware that some words are 
used all the time when we talk, read and write and 
13. 
these high-~requency words (t. he, 
were~ they) will become <sight' words that he can 
read and spell independently. 
The child should expand his vocabulary--his 
1 i steni ng, speaking, and 
(including spelling) vocabulary. 
14. The should begin to associate letters with sounds. 
15. The child should understand the use of punctuation 
mat- ks, <pet-iods, commas, quotation mat-ks, 
apostrophes), and the use of capital letters. 
16. The child should become aware of contractions and 
possessives. 
17. The child should be able to focus on a topic and 
18. 
t.o e:-~pand his i. dE~as through discussion and 
con~erencing with the teacher. 
The child should begin to write independently, to 
o t- g ani z e his ideas into a sequence (e.g. what 
etc.), illust,·-a.te these ide<:3.s <:."nd 
make them into a book--authoring individual books. 
lry'. ·rhE~ chi] d should b~· 2bl,:.' to r-e2.d his m·Jn ;:Hld 
other's stories 3nd bools. 
20. The child should dpvelop the ability to interpret 
and reflect on stories and to express his thoughts 
and feelings about individual messages. 
1. The child should develop 
awareness in drawing. 
per-cerd:ual, spatial 
2. The child should develop his fine-motor skills. 
3. The child should perceive that writing proceeds 
from left-to-right, top-to-bottom, one-line-at-a-
time. 
4. The child should refine his printing and drawing 
ski lIs. 
{-iffect i ve 
1. The child should have confidence in his ability to 
:2. 
draw a picture, tell the story of the picture, 
write the story and read it to the others in the 
gr-oup. 
The child 
i nd i v i dua.l it y, 
ShOl.lJ.d ql··o",! 
self-confidence anrl creativity. 
in i ndepend(,=,ncF~, 
self-realIzatIon, 
~. The child should develop confidence in his ability 
to i ntE·!r·pr-et. i HlE'.qe·5, himself thr·o".,]h 
ahout images and express ~eelinqs 
a.rid individl.I.':;] IllE'<::,·c;:·':..qes. 
4. The child should regard the Story Picture program 
as a pleasurable activity and should develop an 
appreciation o~ art and writing in the stm"y 
pi ctLlI"€"-:!S o·F children as well as in 
commercially oublished story books. 
5. By using his senses -Freely to draw and write, the 
child should develop a positive attitude toward 
himsel-F. One o~ the basic -Factors o-F any creative 
expression (whether in cwt, Wt·· it i ng at" music) is 
that it is the true expression 0+ self. Thet"e is 
satisTaction in expressing one's own 
feelings and emotions in art and in writing. The 
child is expressing his own importance through his 
own means and he derives satis-Faction and sel+-
con+idence from his achievement. His self-concept 
is enhanced and studies by Phillips (1973) and by 
Workman and Stillion (1974) ~ound a signi~icant 
correlation between creativity and a positive 
se 1 f-pet"cept ion" 
Because the teacher values the Native child's 
e>:pet" ience and t··(=:>Ci.l i t.y a.~.; e:·:p ,·"essed :i.n his 
dr ':~I/" :i. nqs a.nd stories, t. he chi 1 d ~'-! i 1. 1 
'valued', thus helping him to develop 2 positive 
Sf"!]. f·-concppt. 
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SAI"IF'L.E LESSONS 
-child will understand that a drawing tells a story. 
-c h i 1 d 1-'-1 i 11 be able to dictate the story of his 
pictut-e. 
-child will realize that what he says (his story) can 
be written down and read. 
-chi 1 d wi 11 be ma.de alA/aXe (informally) of letters~ 
words and sounds. 
Teaching Stratpqies (Activities) 
1. 
~, 
~ .. 
Each rhild makes a simQle pencil 
dr-awing. ("Dt-aw me a. pictut-e. ") Let childt-en 
express their- ideas--something they have thought 
about~ observed~ heard~ wished for--with a simple 
dt-a.wing. Use 11" 14" newsprint or other 
inexpensive paper. 
("Tell me about 
Y0l.u·- pi ctLwe. " ) Give each child a chance to tell 
his story orally. With shy children ask questions 
specific objects of figures in the dr-a.lt~i ng ~ 
for· e}:C't.mple. "Is this you,·- house?" or- "Who lives 
in -I:.:his house?" "Ca.n 'lou tell me who this 
If some children only name things in 
their pictures instead 0+ expressing a complete 
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thought, merely label the picture. Do not pn;ject 
your own ideas or language onto a child's picture. 
3 . Ii:101.L .. LD_f.9.Li!~~ .. Lty_ .... ? b ()J,:\.!.-.~QLQ.?_,._._L~~j:.ttl!:::"~~_. a 1l.Q.. __ ~ 0 L!IJ..9.~_ C-l. s 
4. 
you write their dictated story. 
-some tell names 0+ things and people. 
-names always start with a capital or 
'big' letter". 
in a story needs a capital 
letter' . 
Letter-s: -each letter- in the a.lphabet has a name. 
-(as you print the child's story) name 
the letters that words start with, e.g. 
"Galen, yOLIt"" name stat-ts with a capital 
G," and later- on, "9.oing st.ar-ts with the 
same letter as your name, Galen,--a 'g', 
only it's a sma.ll (lower---case) 'g' not. a 
cap i ta.l '5'." Or" , " Mo t hE": roO" s t a roO t s wit h 
the letter" 'M'. 
Point to the 
words as you read them. 
or single words). FOl" shy children read along 
them. F. (J n _ ...... II [ .. et ' s read your story 
togethf21 .... II 
6. Invite the child to color his picture and to trace 
~·6 
over your words or to copy-print the words 0+ his 
sentence below your printing. 
7. Invite children to share their Story Pictures with 
each other, (show and read or tell). 
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F<:ev i PIN i ng the Formation 0+ Letters 0+ the 
Alphabet (Capitals and Lower-case) 
1. The child tr-Ji 11 develop pet-ceptu.a.l. spatial 
awa.t-eness (relative sizes 0+ letters~ shape 
2. The child will develop his +ine motor skills. 
Cognitive Skills: 
1. The chi I d wi 11 u.ndet-stand that each letter Qt-
the alphabet may be written two ways: a 
capital letter is used to begin our names and 
the +irst word in a sentence; small letters 
(lower-case) are used much more o+ten than 
ca.pital lettet-s. 
~. 
L. The child will realize that all manuscript 
writing can be done with straight lines, 
circles and parts 0+ circles. 
3. The child will realize that the same letters 
are used over and over in di++erent words. 
4. The child will assocIate letters with sounds. 
Since this is a review, the teacher should demonstrate 
the +ormation 0+ capital and lower-case letters. reviewing 
three letters per day so that in nine days the alphabet has 
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been tauqht~ (e. q. Aa, Bb. Cc the first day). 
have not learned the alphabet in Kindergarten perhaps just 
one letter~ or two should be taught each day. 
Teachers should demonstrate on the chalkboard and have 
children come up to the board in groups o~ four or +ive to 
practice writing the letters, with the teacher monitoring 
and giving help as needed. love Io"Jt" it i ng on 
the board and it makes it easy ~or the teacher to see at a 
glance any di++iculties children are having and to intervene 
and give help. 
Teachers may want to use descriptions +or +orming 
letters such as those developed by Doreen Wincott in het" 
book Chalk in Hand. A ~ew examples are: 
a a ball with a shot-t stick stuck to it. 
d a ball with a. tall stick stl...\ck to it. 
g a ball with a candy cane ha.ng ing down. 
h a '1.: a 1 1 stick \l-,Ii th a. shot-t candy cane. 
The tea.chet- shou I d !.J.SE) the children's names to 
emphasize use of capital letters to personalize teaching 0+ 
the alphabet as well as names 0+ schools, towns and cities 
Ce.§. Crow+oot~ Cluny, Gleichen, Calgary) that are ~amiliar 
to the children so that the teaching of the alphabet is in a 
more meaningful context. To aSSOcIate sounds with letters 
the teachet" can draw attention to similarities, e.g. 
"Cht"istina. and Ct"ow·Foot. both stal"+: \.-'Jii::.h a.nd ha.ve the 
same sOt..1nci at the beqi.nninq." 
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starts with a capital 
does AIl1et-ta,. the pt-ovince WE? livE) in .. " Thus the teacher is 
continually expanding children's information base. 
Teachers should encourage children to write on the 
chalkboard at 'choosing' time or 
child can: 
during free time. 
a) practice writing letters of the alphabet 
b) copy words he can see in the classroom. 
The 
c) make list of words starting with the same 
lettet-s. 
d) write a sentence. 
e) practice writing the date, 
26, 1986. 
e.g. t1onda.y, May 
'50 
SE~nt\:?ncE?s . 
D i t- ec t. :i <::l na.l it. y F't· i riC i pIes. 
~..Qg_IJLtL~_~ ___ § .. b_:t . .l.}.?.::.. 
1. The child will be able t.o spa.ce letters and 
WOt·· ds adequ'::Ite 1 Y so the can 
distinguish them. 
2. The child will understand what a. sentence is 
and wi 11 be able to express ideas in thought 
units. 
Pet-ceptua I F'sYChOJ_iiCltOt-=-§k i 11 s_;_ 
1. The child will perceive that writing proceeds 
+t-om le+t-to-right, top-to-bottom, one-line-
at-a-time. 
-The teacher could present a large picture or poster 
and ask the childt-en to "tell the stOt-y ot: the pictu.t"e". 
-The teacher writes the story on the board underneath 
the pi ctut-e. Meanwhile she might tell the children that the 
letters in a word are like a. i=amily in which the members are 
standing close together to have their picture taken. EdCh 
wot-d is like a separate family and so we have to lea.ve a 
space between wot-ds so \.'-J'2 don't ilii>( theiH up~ (or· mi;.; u.p Cille 
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-Sh(;? might. also say that if there were no spaces 
between words It would end up as one big word that would be 
hard t.o read, so separatlnq t.he words makes them easier to 
read and understand. 
-Words are used to express thoughts and single words 
often do not make sense. Fot" e~·:ample, if one says "dog"~ we 
may have a picture of a dog in our minds but we are left 
wondet" i ng. But if we say "I'ly dog is birJ and bla.ck," that 
t.ells us something about. the dog and it makes sense, whereas 
a single word may not convey a complet.e thought or idea. 
The teacher may use various examples to demonstt-ate 
sentences and complete thought.s and make a game of it using 
sentences and fragments and having children distinguish 
between them. 
-If the story the children have composed consists of 
two, three or four sentences, the teacher can indicat.e t.he 
left-t.o-right~ top-to-bottom, one-line-at-a-time sequence. 
-The teacher can write the words of the sentences on 
separate cards, distribute them among the students and then 
have them re-build the sent.ences in the pocket chart to 
reinforce sequence and directionality. 
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F'unctl.ldt.inn (F'el·-l.od, comma, quotdtic,n mat-ks, 
qu.est.l.on mat-k.) 
lD t e .D.9..~fLJ- e.§l.t.::..!::1j:.Dg_._i:J.~:L'·~.~_Q.f!l~ s.: 
~o..9.Di:t.i .. y..§!_J3J::LU.E.~_ 
1.. undet-st.and I..\se 01-
punctuation commas, and 
quotation marks-and the 
let tet-s. 
u.se 0+ cap i ta.l 
F'e,·- cep t ua 1. P~<;hofTI_ot 0 t-_9.L.iJ_l s: 
1. The child will r·e-f i ne his drawing and 
printing skills. 
TEACHING STRATEGIES: 
-The -first time the child uses conversation in a story 
the teacher should use the child's sentence to teach him 
about the use 01- <talking marks' or quotation marks. 
-She should print the child's sentence on the board: 
e.g.--My mother said don't walk on the railway. 
-Have the child (or the other children read the 
sentence and ask: "What did his mothe,·- say?" and It~h{~n thf'? 
should say lIy/es~ those are her exact. words and we use 
special talking marks around these words and we call them 
quotation mcl.I·-k=;. To quote someone we use his or her exact 
wot-ds and t.h~2 wot-d quota.t. i.on comf2S -fr·om the I.-'./o,-d Cjl ... lote." 
asks children to smile and she smiles and 
points out the lines at the each side 0+ one's mouth that 
appear when one talks or smiles ( ). She tells the children 
that talk comes out 0+ their mouths and the <talking marks' 
or quotation marks look something like the lines at each 
side o~ the mouth, only that instead o~ one (on our ~aces) 
we put two in our writing. Demonstt-ates: 
e.g.---My mother· said "don't walk on the t-ailway. II 
is a separate thought or a separate sentence and asks the 
chi I dt-en "What does the ~irst word in a sentence have to 
have?" Students respond, "A capita.l letter." So the 
teacher writes a capital 
tells them that we have to keep Mother's words separated 
~rom the rest o~ the sentence by using a comma a~ter the 
-I~ other children have used conversation in the i t-
stories, their sentences should be used to provide ~urther 
practice in putting in quotation marks. 
-Or children can be asked to make up sentences in which 
people say things which the teacher writes on the board and 
asks children to punctuate correctly. 
-Children should be encouraged to use 
in their next story Pictures. 
-Sentences using question marks can be presented in a 
s i m j lcH- way. 
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IEt e n cl~ cLl:~ .s'xr!iT!9_.Pq.t.~ Otl~t(:~ ~"~,, 
~S~Lg.IJ.~ .. tJ.y P;.",,"§J::.~·.L.L'§.,,~ 
1. The child should understand the use o~ the 
apostrophe in contractions and possessives. 
F' e [S,,~:\: ua L"£.§Y...~ hqf!i"\::'~t..c;~.c.!,, 
1. The child will perceive that an apostrophe 
replaces le~t-out letters in a contraction. 
TEACHING STRATEGIES: 
When children ~irst use contractions or possessives in 
their Story Pictures, the teacher should teach and explain 
them. 
Cantt"act ions: The teacher tells the children that two words 
can be 'squeezed' together (contracted) to make a short word 
that is quicker to say or write. She should provide 
examples on the chalkboard or on word cards and elicit 
examples ~rom the students. 
e. g. I am - I'm 
He is - He's 
Sh(';? is She's 
cannot ca.n' t 
was not - wasn"t 
They are - They're 
It is ._. It's 
do not· .. · don't. 
A~ter the examples are on the board the children should 
be asked how the two words became one. Childn::~ri should be 
able to perceive led to discover) that an 
apostrophe (comma) is used to replace letters. 
A game can be used in which children match contractions 
to the two words ~or which they stand. 
Again using sentences ~rom children's Story 
Pictures in which possessives occur, the teacher prints 
these sentences on the board and explains that we use an 
(comma) to indicate ownership--that something 
belongs to someone. 
e.g. The white teepee is Tu~~y·s. 
I rode my brother's bike. 
Children can be asked to compose sentences using 
possessives which are written on the boaxd and the 
apostrophes inserted by the students. 
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Independent Writing and Reading. 
1. The child \AI ill be able to discuss his 
experiences (and read his stories) and to 
(ljsten and discuss) what othet-
children say and write and to relate other's 
ideas to his own experiences. 
2. The child will expand his vocabulary--his 
listening, speaok i ng, reading and writing 
(including spelling) vocabulary. 
3. The child will be able to focus on a topic 
and to expand his ideas through dialogue (and 
conferencing) with the teacher. 
4. the child will begin to write independently, 
to organize his ideas in a sequence, (e.g. 
what-happened-next) and make them into an 
i llustroated book (aut hOt- i ng i n d i \/ i dua 1 
books) . 
5. The child will be able to read his own and 
other's stories and books. 
1. ThE~ child will have confidence 
writing and reading. 
child IAlill in i ndepend.::?nce, 
inclj.vidua.lity, SE·' 1 t=--atr~a.t-eness, sel-F-
-=:-
'-' . The child will det- i VE' satisfaction and 
enjoyment -From his achievement in expressing 
himself through drawing and story writing. 
4. The child's sel-F-concept will be enhanced 
through self-expression since there is a 
correlation between creative expression and 
positive self-perception. 
5. The child will develop an appreciation of the 
art and writing of others, (chi ldt-en' s as 
well as commercially published storybooks). 
TEACHING STRATEGIES: 
Aut hot-' s Cha i t-
Each day one child (or a number of children) can be 
chosen to sit in the Author's chair to read his Story 
Picture to the class. Other children may ask questions 
about the story or comment on what they liked best about the 
pictut-e and/ot- the (shaxing~ :i. ntet-act i nq and 
discuss i ng) . The author may tell how he got his idea, what 
he likes, what was easy or difficult (self-evaluation). 
Place individual story books written by the children 1n 
the Reading Centre for reference and enjoyment. Ch i 1. dl·- (.::>n 
may sign them out to read like real library books l 
Read poetry and stories to the children every day to 
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e:-:pa.nd t I,e i ("-
vocabu 1at- i es. 
list.l;:,~ning~1 spe.:3.k i nq ~ reading and writing 
Bring a collection 0+ pictures and picture books to the 
classroom (to develop sequence e.g.- what happened next). 
a) single pictures that children can talk about. 
b) books without words for children to "read" orally 
with their own made-up stories. 
c) picture sets that suggest a sequence of a story. 
d) a story sketched on the chalkboard. Fot" e>:a.mp Ie, 
the life cycle of a seed, a butterfly, a bird; 
something that happened at school or in the 
community; a trip or visit to store. 
compose the story in correct sequence. 
e) divide a 1.2" }: 1.8" papet- into four equal paTts and 
have children draw and write a story in sequence. 
E.g. "In the mot-ning I get out of bed. 2) 
I wash my face and put on my clothes. 3) I eat 
bt"eakfast. 4) I go to school on the bus. 
Have a listening centre with headphones, tape t"ecot"det-
and tapes of easy stories, 
(Holt, Teinhart), as well 
all 
as Scholastic ~~Jg" Bool<§. a.nd the 
of which come with tapes so 
children can listen and learn to read independently. 
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I neli \d dua.l (once the children write 
sevet-al sentences) Ci:l.n be fiL"'.dp. urto individual books typed 
a.nd bound by the teacher to make it look like a t-eal 
'pu.blished' book. The child then illustrates each page. 
is developed as children Self-confidence in using language 
see their accomplishments in the ~orm of books. They bE·g i n 
to understand that the mastering o~ a sight vocabulary, of 
letter formation and of spelling is important and that the 
skills involved are more crucial and exciting when learned 
this way than 
isolation. 
learned separately and in 
Class books can also be made by using the pattern of a 
well-known poem or story. Each child writes his own version 
(usually by changing the nouns, adjectives and verbs). Each 
child then illustrates his version and all the versions are 
put together and published in a big book. 
The teachet- wi 11 set the classroom climate for 
acceptance of pupil-authored books by her attitude toward 
them. To encourage individual productivity: 
-g i ve equa.l sta.tus in the classroom library to 
books produced by children and those from the 
school 1 ibt"at-y. 
-read books by pupil authors at <reading time'. 
-let visit (e.g. 
Kindergarten to read their books). 
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-type the text o~ one or two (or more) books each 
year ~or every child. 
As a child engages in author-ship and as his desire to 
"'Jha.t ot.her"s ha.ve \twitten 1· c' _.
appreciation o~ art and writing is deepened. 
heightened, 
Children who write, read~ They have to read~ Each 
time they express t.heir own ideas through writing there is a 
growing need to re+resh and replenish ideas~ to ~ind new and 
better ways 0+ saying things, to +ind new words to express 
the same ideas and to make personal commitments to write 
again and again. O~t.en children get ideas +rom the other 
children so i~ one child has written and read a story about 
t he ~:. C. M. P. , another child will write "his' story 0+ the 
R.C.M.P. and every child seems to have one as the R.C.M.P. 
playa very visible role on Indian Reserves. 
To children who have experienced authorship many times, 
reading is not lessons, worksheets, practice exercises or a 
time ea.ch day (perhaps to dread). It is the continuous 
discovery 0+ stepping stones to a li+etime of enjoyment 0+ 
books. It results in the conceptualizations: 
-what I can think about, I can say. 
-what I can say, I can write. 
-what I can write, I can read. 
-I can read what I can write and what others have 
written ~or me to read. 
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A random sampling I and II Story Picture 
notebooks ~rom Old Sun School (September to December, 1985) 
revealed an astonishing number of self-selected topics and a 
vocabulary certainly different from that found 
t-eadet- . 
EVALUAT!ON 
in a basal 
Two t-at i ng scales wi 11 be used--·-the "8eg i nn i ng Wt- it i ng 
Scale" and a "Holistic Scot-ing Guide". 
In evaluating young children's writing, the !Awi t ing 
teacher must keep the Story Picture notebooks throughout the 
Some parents will complain as they want to take the 
Story Picture books home and show them off to relatives, but 
the only way to evaluate a child's writing is to 
and see how it develops throughout the year. 
look at it 
If storing the notebooks is not practical, the teacher 
should xerox two or three sample stories each month and keep 
them in a folder. To make this task easier, I always asked 
the children to write the date on each Story Picture. Not 
only did this help the children learn how to spell the days 
of the week and months of the year, but <3.1so if a child 
wrote two or three stories in one day (and this happened a 
lot because the children loved to write), there was a record 
of when these stories were written. 
1. ,.- at j. ng techniquE~ 
observing early progress. 
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To Estimate the level o-t: d, young child:'s w,·-itt.en 
expression in the first si.~< months of instruction, take 
three samples of his written work on consecutive days, or 
The child's behavior must develop in each of 
three areas and he should receive a rating for each aspect 
of the writing task. This is an arbitrary scale and should 
be taken only as a rough guide to a child's instructional 
needs. 
level of linguistic organization used by the 
child. 
1. Alphabetic (lettet-s only) 
2. Word (any recognizable word) 
'" "-' . Word Group (any 2-word phrase) 
4. Sentence (any simple sentence) 
5. Punctuated Story (of 2 or more sentences) 
6. Paragraphed Story (2 themes) 
highest rating for which there is no error in the 
sample of the child's writing. 
1. No evidence of dir'(:,.~ctional knowledge 
2. Part of the directional pattern is known: 
Stdxt top left 
or' Move left to right 
Ot- Return down left 
C. 
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~. Reversal o~ the directional pattern (right to 
le~t and/or return down right). ~i ScHflp Ie 
with one lapse should be rated at this level. 
4. Correct directional pattern. 
t:: . 
...!. COtTect d i t-ect iona 1 
between wOI·-ds. 
pattetTI and spaces 
6. Extensive text without any di~~iculties o~ 
arrangement and spacing. 
Message _ Qual iiY..,;_ r.:ecot-d best 
description o~ the child's sample. 
1. Does simple copying but he knows more or less 
what the message says. 
He has a concept o~ let tet--sound 
correspondence, some sight words and can read 
his story with help. 
" '-' . f;:epet i t i ve, independent use o~ sentence 
pa.ttet-ns 1 ike: " 
4. Attempts to record his own ideas, mostly 
independently. 
Success~u.l composition and is able to t-ead 
his compositions without help. 
,<S • He IS able to write and 
compositions independently and with 
con·f i dence. 
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Story reads smoothly. Content shows proper 
sequencing of events. The wr1ter has shown awareness of the 
reader. There 1S evidence of precise vocabulary usage 
appropriate to the writing task. Mechanical errors are few 
and do not interfere with the meaning intended by the 
writer. 
B. Story reads smoothly but may contain a few 
irrelevant or awkward sentences. Sometimes the wording is 
stilted or lacks adequate detailing. There may be some 
mechanical errors but these do not significantly interfere 
with meaning. 
C. Story reads unevenly. Some sentences may lack 
adequate detailing. Mechanical errors may interfere to some 
degree with the message. Content lacks clarity of thought 
or adequate sequencing of events. 
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Although the writing of Native students needs to be 
evaluated~ it is imperative that teachers became aware of 
children"s problems in order to develop a student need-base 
writing-teaching program. This entails monitoring the 
children as they write. Teachers must circulate around the 
room noting individual difficulties and strengths. The 
teacher should make a list of student problems and then 
teach to those specific problems on the same day, if 
possible; if not~ the next day. 
In the Blackfoot language~ there is one word that means 
either "he' or "she' and children often use "he" and "she' 
intet-changeabl y in English~ and you will hear them say, 
"Johnny, she hit me," he was:· c,·-ying. II The 
teacher must provide instances for students to use the 
This can be done through the use of Peabody 
Language Development Kit picture cards of people and 
occupations and having children describe the action in a 
sentence; for- e>:ample~ ".9h~ is teaching." at" "He is a tr-uck-
I believe in on-the-spot diagnosing and teaching. So 
when I see a pt-oblem in usage or incorrect gender or an 
error in grammar and usage~ I 
right then and there. on the spot. I believe that is when a 
stUdent will find my teaching most meaningful--not the next 
day or next week. 
If the same problem occurs a few weeks 
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I ate t- , I t- e--
teach to reinforce the lea.t"rli ng" 1 continually do this 
throughout the year and I believe this a major factor in the 
success of the Story Picture Program. Thi s on·-go i ng 
diagnosis and analysis of Native children's writing problems 
and i nfonna I on-the-spot focused teaching will help the 
children to become better writers. 
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APPENDIX B 
Teacher Handbook 
WRITING 
PATTERN POEMS AND STORIES 
JOURNALS 
A TEACHER'S HANDBOOK TO HELP CHILDREN WRITE 
PREPARED BY 
JANET CAMPBELL~ PRINCIPAL AND TEACHER 
CHIEF OLD SUN SCHOOL 
BLACKFOOT RESERVE 
GLEICHEN, ALBERTA 
1. It provides children with ~amiliar, well-written 
models. 
2. It helps students enjoy success and security in 
the early stages o~ writing. 
3. It provides the oportunity ~or practicing speci~ic 
language and story structures. 
4. It encOl. . .lt-ages thinking. 
5. It encoLwages vocabulat-y development and 
e:·:pans i on. 
6. It provides a bridge from imitation to independent 
"ct-eative" ~·.witing. 
7. It can be used ef'fectively CI.t a.ny gr'ade level. (K-
12) 
The following types of materials can be successfully used 
fot- pattet-ning: 
1. F'oerns. 
2. Songs, Nursery Rhymes. 
3. Fait-y tales a.nd folk tales. 
4. Easy books--- usually repetitive or cumulative. 
e.g.: Billy Goats Gruff or 
"Enot-mous Tut-nip." 
5. Ne{ .... Jspa.pet- at-ticles!I want ads, obitLtcu·-ies, 
announcements, etc. 
1. Intt-oduce the ~-;election: 
2. 
(a) "-ead it t.o the class. 
(b) echo-read (read one line, have students 
repeat it twice). 
(c) t-ec1.d it hl..lt. leave out \'4ot-ds. 01- ~"-Ihol(=.> 
lines - have students fill in next line 
or missing rhyming words or endings. 
Int.roduce t.he selection in 
chalkboard, t.ransparency, 
students read the charts. 
Q.I:~lD..t. 
I::ligbook Ot-
u.sing Cilc.H-t, 
ditto. H,::we 
4. 
Display the skeleton structure 
adjectives, verbs left as blanks. 
banks 
with nouns, 
(nouns, verbs, Brainstorm 
adjectives) 
the board. 
for 
and 
idea/word 
writp all student suggestions on 
Use some of the words/ideas 
structure to develop one or two 
class. 
in the skeleton 
examples with the 
6. Group read the new example(s). 
7. Have students write their own versions using 
brainstormed words from the board to fill in the 
blanks of the skeleton structure. 
8. Monitor children's writing, giving help as needed. 
9. Share 
class. 
have children read their poems to the 
10. Publish in a class (or individual) book. 
I Can See A Rainbow 
Good NIght. Mr. Beetle 
1. ~':I ::). 4. ~~ 
Jellv in the Bowl 
I lAlonder· II ; 
Pt-oceQ.~'!::.§,: (a) Cin the chalkboard, 
of t- Cl.me ~ 
print the sentence 
I can see d. 
(b) Have each child·s name on the board: 
Galen -.. lion 
T Cl.mmy - g i t- a -f'Fe 
Hat- r i et - house 
Ask each child to name something he/she can see and 
print the word next to his/her name. Tell the children to 
pt-int the sentence -frCl.me II I can see a ... __ ...... _. ____ ... __ " Cl.nd when they 
get to the blank they are to write the word that is beside 
their name. Then they are to draw a picture of their word 
and color it. Each child's sentence and drawing constitutes 
one page of a class book. 
For- Grade 
more sentences 
separa.te page, 
are on one pa.qe, 
Week Twn 
2 and 3 students, children may write ten or 
and illustrate. I-f each sentence is on a 
make individLtal books. If the 10 sentences 
make a class book. 
by Leland Jacobs 
t-eadet- p. 1.0) 
"(;ond night, !'k. Beetle, 
Good night, Mr. Fly, 
Good night. Mr. Ladybug 
The moon's in the sky. II 
pattern leaving 
blEI.nks: 
Good n i q ht:1 M,·-. 
C:iood n i grit. t'H-. . .... _ .... ____ . 
E,oud niqi'lt, '·;1'-5" ____ ."'_. 
The moon·s in the sky. 
Week Tht-ee 
.1,2, 3,4~ 
(b) Brainstorm for names of animals 
different from 1 I . tl :10se In _1e selection. 
Each child rhooses one to write and 
illustrate. Put tor_.et~lal~· ] 
book" 
Fot- GI'-allE! ';':: 
vJ[- it i I-Iq anll 
thE~ poem" 
i llu~;t.r·a.te 4 
-4 '" lr! a c.ass 
and 3 students - instead of 
illustrating just 1 line of 
they could write and 
to 12 line stanzas. 
(d) Instead of "Good Niqht". childl'-en could 
t.tse" : 
"Good 1'101'-ning" 
Met- toy Chl'- i stmas 
Happy New Yeax 
Happy Ea.stet- ~ etc." 
Pr-ocedu .... e: (a) Put the pattet-n on the boar-d Qt- on chat-t 
papet- : 
1~2,3,4,~i 
I caught a ___ . __ al i ve, 
6.7,8,9~10 
I let him go again. 
(b) Brainstorm for names of animals and 
print the childrens choices on the board 
next to their names. 
(c) Have children copy t.he pattern, filling 
in the blank with the animal they 
picked. Have child .... en d .... aw a picture to 
illust .... ate their poem. 
(d) Make into a class book. 
f:! __ Br.;J_~t (How I Wondet-, P. 18) 
Ch .... istine Lee, 
t. his Pd. t t e 1'- n to: 
Jelly in the bowl. 
Je 11 yin t he bow 1, 
Wibble, wobble, wibble. wobble, 
Jelly in the bowl. 
Grade One t.eacher at Old Sun, changed 
in t ht-? 1~'CJI!--ll, 
Yu.mmy, 
:i n t tie bQl.Aj 1 ~ 
yummy in my tummy~ 
in the bm"l. 
Children picked +oods they liked (grapes, bananas~ 
apples~ peal-s~ i.ce c~-eam~1 etc.) al-Id copieci the patte~-n. 
putting their words in the three blanks. 
Yummy. 
in tt1e bowl. 
yummy in my tummy 
i n t he bow 1 • ' , 
Ch i 1 dr-en pic ked {'oods t h ~p.l- ey liked ('-'"t-'::'_,IJ=<=:_',. 
c., ,I:' es. pea,,-:::,. ice Cr- P 2iTl '-l '-' co_ , _ ," etc.) and co'·, ie(,1,,' 
puttll-":] tt"lelt- \-'Jor-ds in tl'1f=- ... ttic thr-p~ tJl<:<nks. 
ban.::~n0.S • 
U ":\ t t .7:' t- " , 
What Blows in the Wind? 
In The Fa.ll 
Round Is A Pancake 
Halloween Counting Book 
Witches Here, Witches There~ Witches Everywhere 
In The Haunted House I Saw • 
Black Cat, Black Cat. What Do You See? 
(a) Put sentence ~rame on the board: 
blows in the wind. 
(b) Brainstorm to get as many responses as possible. 
Write all responses on the board. 
(e) Each child (Gr. 1) picks one sentence to print and 
i llustt-ate. 
(d) Make into a class booklet. 
Fat- Gt-ade 2 and 
sentences as they can 
beside each sentence. 
3 students, have them write as many 
think o~ and to make small drawings 
Example: Kites blow in the wind. 
Flowers blow in the wind. 
Trees blow in the wind. 
In The Fall 
Thi sis based on the poem .ID_ .... Jt-~:li9.b..t 
o·F a F'm'~ I.Alow. Instea.d o-f "In the Night", 
called .lr..!..-Ihe FaLL~ using this pattet-n: 
In the Fall 
In the Fall 
In the F <::.~ 11 
a.nd 
anel 
(p. 57) 
Wt- i te 
Sou.nds 
a poem 
Br",o.instonn ~Ot" "r-=-",1.11" t.hings c,\r"ld t-eccwd on cha.lkbocu-d: 
E}J.§lJ!lQl~: leaves change color's~ 
bir'ds -fl"/ sC)ut 1"'1 , 
school staxt.s. 
nights get colder, 
-farmers harvest crops, 
-flowers -freeze and die. 
Have chi I c1r'en ",II" 1 te the 11" 
board~ and then illustrate. pDE~m !.I.sing phl-"".ses on the 
" F:ound :i s .:=.. panci::i.k,:;:" 
f~:ound is a plum 
Round is a ckll..lghnu.t 
Round is <:l dt-I . ..I.1l1 " 
Grade one children o~ten have trouble with the word 
"at-e" so I had my class de) a book using t.he ~t-ame: f':ound 
Round are circles. 
Round are apples. 
Round are buttons. 
Round are clocks, etc. 
Ins tead o-F "f':ound is" t ('-y ".2..t!.::..~:..i.g .. l:lt _.t'2.", e. g. : 
Straight is a table 
Straight is a -Floor 
Straight is a cupboard 
Straight is a door. 
Others you may want to try: 
Sweet is 
80LW is 
Hat-d is 
80-Ft is 
Wet. is 
Dt-y is 
Hot is 
Cold is 
__ '___ ' ____ '_"H 
Ha.llor,.leen CO~:lllt i ng Bqok 
Each child picks a number and illustrates it with 
Halloween objects~ e.g. One Jack-o-Iantern, Two witches, 
Three Ghosts, Four Black Cats, etc. 
Bt"a i nst.Ot-m 
pumpkins, bats, 
et.c. 
{-Of' 
blC:lck 
(From Halloween Themes, 
McCrackens, p. 28) 
Halloween objects: witches, ghosts, 
cats~ goblins, vampires, skeletons, 
Each child selects one item to write and illustrate in 
the patter-n: 
her-e 
thpt-e 
For Grade 2 and ~ 
stanzas. 
'3 t 1 ...1. (j(?nt s 'I have them write several 
On a chart or on the board. have the following pattern: 
€.:t _ ... _ .. _._ ... __ .... ., __ ._....... i. n the l,Af i ndc.w <I 
a on the chimney . . _ ...... _.- .... _ .... _._. __ .. , ..... 
. :3. 
-.-.. -
----
.... _ ........ _ ....... 
a 
._----_ .. ,--._._-._ .... 
a 
...... ~ ... -----... -.... -.-.... -.. -
a 
---.--...... _--_ .. _ ..__ ... -
a 
--'---'.-.-.--... -.. ~.- .. 
a 
_._ .. _---- ._---._-.-._---" 
a 
_. __ ._ ... _-----
a 
..... _--_._ .. __ .-
i n 
on 
i n 
a n 
i n 
C) n 
on 
on 
t. 
t 
t-
t 
t 
t 
t. 
t 
he..:' 
he 
he 
t1e 
he 
he 
he 
he 
dOCJnr.I(:~y . 
steps. 
bat htub. 
bed. 
1 i v i ng t-OCHIl. 
ta.bl.e. 
stovE~. 
1"\1. 
Brainstorm for Halloween objects: 
spider~ skeleton, black cat, bat, coffin. 
lantern, etc. and write on the board. 
Each child selects one sentence 
i llustt-ate. 
ghost. 
liza.t-d, 
wi t.eh, 
Jack-o-
to Wt- i te and 
Grade 2 and 3 stUdents may do the whole pattern (12 
sentences) filling in the blanks with their choices. 
This is a take-off on Bill Martin's, ~rown Bear. Brown 
BeCiT Ll,J ha t.. Do __ You _.§_~.~.? • but 1.I ses Ha 11 owee nob j ec t. s. 
Put poetry frame on board: 
What do you see? 
I see <:1. 
Looking at me. 
BrainstonTt +01'-
Gt-een gob 1 in. 
colot-S a.nd Halloween objects~ e. g. : 
Each child selects what to write and illustrate. 
is tricky and must be done in sequence. What I did was 
each child's name on the board along wit.h his choice. 
E>:amp Ie: 
This 
j:)ut 
Few 
Stet-l i ng 
Micha.el 
Hat"l-iet. 
Tammt 
Galen 
Black cat, Black cat 
Green gablin~ Green goblin 
Orange Jack-a-lantern 
Bla.ck bat 
1,'/1-'1 i te ske 1 eton 
Vio let Ivcunp i t-e 
S i 1 vet- Moon 
Dad:: Cloud 
c;t-ey Ow 1 
Fit-een L.. i zat- cI 
t"3r'ey Ghost 
Then St.el··l ing was told t.o copy 111;::la. . .<:::.i::: .. _._.<::: .. fl:.t" in th€2 fil·-st. 
t.wo sets of blanks and then print Michael's choice in t.he 
last two blanks. Sitnilc:H-ly~ l"Iichael pl""·inteci "Gr·een qoblin" 
in his fir·st. two sets 0+ blanks cHid used Han-jet.'s ch~ice of 
orange Jack-a-lantern in the last t.wo blanks, so the 
sequence is preserved. 
The last person uses his chOice and goes to the t.op 
list. so we end as we start.ed with Black cat, Black cat. 
The children just loved to read and re~read this class 
book~ 
1. On Halloween night 
t he . ____ . ___ ._._ ~ 
On Halloween night 
t he ____ .. _____ . __ ~ 
On HC:i.lloween 
the 
night 
And and a.nd 
Brainstorm ~or Halloween words and have students fill 
in the blanks then illustrate. 
2. Wi tches 
Het-e's an easy way to write a 
adjectives~ verbs 
3-stanza poem by 
and prepositional brainstorming ~or 
pl-n-ases: 
fi rst Vet-se: ~lack witches 
!::!.9.lY witches 
~.·-azy' witches 
!tI .. e i t- c!. wi tc he'E, 
!'Jax:_t.Y. wi tches 
Brainstorm for adjectives 
to describe witches: 
Tall~ Short~ Fat~ Lazy, 
Tooth-less, Old~ Young, 
Skinny, Hook-nosed. 
Br·a i nstonn +0.·- vel""· bs or "movement" wot-ds. 
Ask~ "How do witches move?" ~:ecot-d on 
boa. tOO d: 
Ve.~ __ h.2 
vh tches fly fla.sh skate 
Witches .vla.!.!:;. soat- swim 
Witches f:.Le:\.':.:I_l. d i vE'~ sai 1 
Witches gE..IJ .. c.:S~. t.ipt.oe ct-eep 
1,1) i t.c hes fJ~2.9._t skip tOO i de 
Ask, "(AJhet-e cia IJ'Jitches go?" and t-ecot-d 
-=\nswers~ e. g.: .9.Y.E .. L fences~ .!2_~ht~~t....c!. the 
I::iaxn. to the gt·a.veyat-d,th.L9.!:ill../J the sky, 
aCI··c)s~;·-the t-ive.··, Q9.!d.I~ __ in the ditch, 
·i;~;t-~e~;n the houses, .. t!_~ .. ?j. __ cl~ t.he school. 
l.,I::~~~~X;~t~ .. ·-··t~ ea. c: he tOO '~; d E~ ~5 k, Rf:?J:!...tD..9 t he 
buildings. 
For the 3rd. verse put. parts 1.2 and 3 
t og~? t rH?I- ~ f:;:~~"'il!il=!J_E; : 
"Bl~ck ~'Jitche"". f'ly bet:ll'ieen t.h;;: .. hDU.S(=~s, 
~elrd witches walk on the water, . 
Ct" ':"" Z\/ IrJ:I. tc h I:c,? c.; .:: I" i':"W 1 t hr'ouq h the q I'-as '0; , 
Uq.L·y· I/\I:ltche:=::. d.~i,ni.:.:E! :in the clitc:h"~ . 
Make a witches' calendar 0+ activities. 
On 
[In 
On 
On 
On 
On 
On 
Monday ____ .. ___ _ 
Tuesday ____ ,,_._._. 
Wednesday " .. __ .. _. 
Thut-sday 
F t- ida Y._._ .. "._. __ ... _ 
Sat u t- da y ""_.,, ___ ._,, 
Su n da y ....... _._. ___ .. __ _ 
wit.ches 
witches 
wi tc h(-?s 
witches 
wit.ches 
witches 
witches 
Brainstorm -for adjectives, 
pht"ases. 
verbs and prepositional 
e.g. On Monday hung.t::.Y witches bide in the house. 
On Tu.esday Ct=_<;\..,;y [A/itches cqok in the kitchen. 
On Wednesda.y Y.~Li,;kf:'c.~ wi tches .It.!.§)k on the water. 
etc. 
Anothet" 
(McCt"ackens) 
poem is a pattern u.sing 
One blacl...sat sitting .9...0 the -fence. 
Two 9.t"ar::r.9'?_...Q~::-l!!:lQ..ktns sitting !?..1'- the -fence. 
Tht"ee ~!Ii:te ghos.t_~ peeking ,thl-O .... =1.9.h the -fence. 
F 0 U t- ItJ j t_ c r!g.§":~.",,J.:lL9_Q.r!!:?. 1.~§"''ltJ:l..9._._.P n t. he -f e n c e • 
Five t>l_~cd:~ pat':?. .:f.Lyj_nq ovet" t.he -fence. 
Beware on Halloween. 
Instea.d of 
kitchen doot"l1~ 
gt"aveyat"d". 
"sitting 
Ot- "in 
L._tt.B.ls:.._.~) 1.(:l::lf.9. 
__ Q..LL ___ wi tches 
_"y_OU!l9 __ ... ,,_ wit c he s 
_ Gt-een_._.w i tc hes 
_,,_.J:1§..<3. n __ ._ .. If'j i t c he s 
Any kind 0+ witches 
I hc:.~.te wi tc hes I 
A witch in a 
A witch on <3. .... __ . ___ _ 
A wit. c " i n <3. _____ ._ .... _. 
A wit. c h ....P. ___ ..... ___ ... _ 
I hate \<'J i. tc h("~s ~ 
____ "_"._"",, .. _. wit c hes 
witche::: 
on the fence" use 
hau.nted house" 
"outside the 
Ot" " in t. he 
LJ."JXr:.:;",.J:l.I T C l:.l~S 
lrJi tches 
._------,._--_.-
tAli tches 
'--'--'-""'--' ._ .. _.-_. 
I",itches 
,,,,i. tches. 
_ ..... __ ..... _----_ .. -
Any kind 0+ witches 
I J.ikt~ witches ' 
A Ifli tch on i:i. 
A 1t,litch in d. 
A V·! i t c h Cl n a. ____ """ ... _ 
A 1,,1 i t c " ____ ,, _____ ._. ____ ...,, 
I like ",JitchE".~.' 
IlJitct"ies 
-_. __ . __ ...... p-_ .. __ .. - .. -. 
(",i tches 
________________ wi tc t1~?S 
I hate witches~ 
____________ .. ___ wit c t\es 
I like witches' 
I H 0 fe w, ~ches 
--r \~oiQ L\<J I Y w;{ ch~s. 
j~ H 01 e Wor+, w,fche.s 
-~I HaL~, b.e ed 1 wi l-ches -
I l-tote ~qt w ;tchcs. 
Any kl'1d of. VII', tc h~s 
I hut- ~ \v, tch~5 
AWitch anthe mODI) / 
AWikh id-a 5Fookrhous~, 
A iN: ~c \, in Q 3 few e)QrcL 
A '0'11; +c h on th.:: ~{:('I'<. 
Sf.mer vVJchc:s 
Block w.tc..h,,:<). 
I ~oh:. w', \-ch~!) 
By k'er"\dt'O St;: v~J,; 1 . 
~\ 
~. 
I L,Ke Wifc..he::; 
Hic.e. \litc.he-So 
Sad ~I, k~,e,s 
Il-loppy Witc},-,c:. 
IOld l.Mches 
;Any K,nd or \ .. ,kh~: 
T LiKe. ... ~"-he.s. 
A ""Ic.h 
i 
:A ,",;\c.t. 
.. , D d;\-c.h 
'n (",A c.. ,:II.'"' 
;" co ::;r"",'c. y"rd 
, . 
;. .. 0. c<.~-lIe ,J,IJ"c;s 
. \:;y To.mrr. ~c •• lri,·(.I: 
G«(.L 1. Odob(!,-. \Slh, 1% 
.Jump. .Jump 
(Sounds 0+ Numbers D. 64) 
Jump ~ jump 
Jump all day 
Hun-y bac k 
Anothet- way. 
Jump, jump 
Jump all night 
Just because 
What Will I Wear? 
(Catch A Rainbow D. 4) 
l.&Jhen It SnO\"ls 
Snow Falls iJn . 
The moon is bright. 
_._ ... __ ...... _ .....• -...... _.- ~ 
all 
HLWt-y back 
Anot het- way. 
day 
--.------~ -_._-----
____ .____ all n i g ht 
,Just because 
The moon is bright. 
Children suggest other movement words: dance~ ride 
(both bike and horseback!), walk~ run~ skate, ski, swim, 
drive, ~ly, skip slide, etc. Then they print and illustrate 
their own version o~ the poem. 
What Will I Wear 
Here is my ha.t 
It is 
Here is my T-shirt 
It is 
Het-e is my bel t 
It is 
Het-e a.re my jeans 
They at-e 
--~'------' 
Here are my socks 
They at-e 
--------. 
Het-e are my shoes 
They a.t- e 
--.. ---.. ---~ .. - .. 
(Catch A Rainbow, p. 10) 
(AI so: mittens, jacket, coat. scarf, sweater, parka, etc.) 
"!,,!Jhen it snows I 
Children suggest endinqs for this sentence~ 
and i llustr-ate. 
e.g. ~ "When it snows I dr-ess up wann. 
I pla.y outside. 
then PI- i nt 
r have a snowball fight. 
1 r,lCo sk<3ting. 
Snow -falls on 
Children complete 
illustr-ate, e.g. 
ili",-ke <'1. sno(.olfnan. 
1. ma.ke tunnels. 
I ma.ke ancte 1 s = 
I shovel the sidewalk. 
go tobogga.n 1 ng. 
I ~10 5kating. 
I go sledding. 
the sentence -frame~ 
Snow -falls on the children. 
Snow -falls on the fer:,_~e .. 
Wt- i te and 
(Others: the train, the bridge~ 
the horses~ the houses, the van, 
hills, the mountains. trees, buildings. 
the toques, the cow~ 
the car, the bus, the 
school~ etc.) 
Ir- . 1: ~~nO~N 1 G'{ 
I i.' \. \ "--,/ ,\ \ 
I 
j 
{d:r~'/l l~ I t' I 
i : 
en 
."\. 
. " 
l 
'r-'. 
:. ~ 
. 
/ . 
r 
, If 
. /..:. 
J 
Christmas Counting Book 
Christmas Here, There, Every there 
Chl·-j~:;tmc"l,s Is • 
Sante! CirlqU":!.:i.ns 
A Christmas Tree Has . 
Santa Has • 
Santa Flies Over .•. Under ..• Gets Into ... 
I Knew It Was Christmas Because 
Toy Counting Book 
CI"w i st.mas 
Sant~;.. 
New Year's Resolutions 
Pattet-n: In the £jt-s_"t:. hou.se t.het-e is 9n~. ___ .. ___ ._ 
In the .§..econg. house thet-e are t~Q ____ . __ _ 
In the thit-d house thet-e at-e :thl"ee __ _ 
In the +qLWt..b. house there are +o!:-\t" 
In the 
Use 
objects. 
numbers up to ten. 
Each child selects one 
Brainstorm +or Christmas 
to write and illu.strate. 
Fat- e:·:ample: 
In the i-it-st house thet-e is one r.::t-U:::..ist..ffi~s 
tt-§E.' 
In the second house thet-e are tltm staL .. ? .. 
(Others: pl"esents, 
stockings, candy canes~ 
cards, angels, etc.) 
CtH- i stma.s het"e 
Cht-istma.s then:~. 
Christmas, Christmas 
Evel"·Y.,.·ll'iel·-e. 
-. __ ._-_._-_._ ... _. __ ..... _._ .. _ .. - ~ .. _----_ ... -.-.. __ .. ---_ .. -
Eve 1'" yw hi21'- e. 
bells, candles., 
ornaments, Christmas 
r . L • -h' I I·.·.-•• II-_.I._;I·--.'.~-.·.t.·.s. 1::;'.E'cor"d on che .. lk r:lr a 1 rlS· .. : 0 t- m -fClt" I."; 11'- 1 s·:: inc"!. s ~, 
bC..!-:'>t-d. f~1 t ,.. "l'l . the bla.nks <:-ind i llu.stl"dte. ~ _,ildren are .0 ~l" 1n 
Examples: Christmas trees, JjnqJeE bells, Candles, 
Stockings, Stars, Candy c;nes, Reindeer. Santas, 
Christmas C~rds, Presents. Holly. Toys, etc. . 
e. g. : 
Children complete the sentence. write and illustrate, 
Christmas is getting presents and toys~ etc. 
------------------------_._-
Title - noun 
Two adjectives 
Tht-ee vet--bs. 
A shot-t 
(statement) 
adjectives. 
sentence 
A synonym ~or the title~ 
or another adjective. 
(Written by Norman Running Rabbit~ Grade One) 
Brainstorm ~or all the things a Christmas tree has and 
record on chalk board. Each child selects one to write and 
illustrate. 
For exampl~: A Christmas tree has green branches. 
A Christmas tree has snow on its branches. 
A Christmas tree has a star on top. 
(Others: an angel on top, coloured lights, candy canes, 
gingerbread boys~ presents under it, silver icicles, tinsel, 
etc. ) 
The children were practicing the song 
to sing ~or the Christmas concert, so they 
things about Santa whpn we brainstormed ~or 
are the responses mv class came UD with: 
Santa has a long whjte beard. 
"Must Be :3anta" 
knew a lot o~ 
this one. Hen-:, 
Santa has a cherry nose. 
Sa.nta has a big "-oLlnd belly .. 
Santa has a suit o~ Fed~ 
Qt..!}?}:_?_;._ bla.ck boots, long re(j f'UXTY cap, d. baq f'ull of toys:. 
a black belt with a gold buckle, a sleigh, eight reindeer, a 
reindeer named Rudolf'. 
The class book was a great 
we"-e pt-iceless~ 
success and the drawings 
E~d;.t.~r..D-1.: Santa flies ovet-_ .. _____ ._. 
Brainstorm and record responses. My class suggested 
the houses. the hills, the towers, the mountains, the 
castles, the snowmen. 
f'att.?.J:::n 2: Santa flies under' _ .. __ _ 
The children suggested the spaceship, the helicopters, 
the moon, the clouds, the rainbow. 
Pattern 3: Santa gets into 
Here are some examples: his sled, the chimney, the 
house, the school, the stores, etc. 
Children select an item from each pattern to write and 
i llu.strate. 
On t10 n da y I s.:u,! one __ . ___ ._ .. _ .. _ .._ ..__ .. ____ .... _ . 
On Tuesday I sal'" two ____ .. __ . ___ .. _" 
On Wednesday I saw thn3e ___ .... _ ..... ___ .. 
On Thut-sday I saw fout- _ ... ____ .... __ . __ .... _ 
On F to. i day I saw f i. ve __ ....... ____ ._ .... __ . __ _ 
On S i:"l tt.u- da y I saw s i :.~ _. ____ ... _____ _ 
On Sunday I saw seven .. _ .. _____ . ___ _ 
Children fill in the endings using Christmas objects. 
For example: Christmas trees. bells, candles, presents, 
angels, reindeer, Santas, elves, stockings, etc. 
1 Q .. t.::§..Lt;..y_dol.J. (C3.bba.qe F'a.tch doll) 
2 ~!} . t.t e ~_.~~~~_t.~~~ 
"C' tl.I::!:.g.§ ___ §gJ!.p1:....~ 
4 ?S:!Et....J:.§!'..::19.Y .J,l~E,t ~ 
::i £:L.:\r.:ID'L ... Ir:...~n?_f9.t~.f.~I.§";.t:. so o?tc .. teo 10. 
(From Celebration~ c .. 39; McCrackens) 
Use Christmas words 3tarting 
wot-d CH~:ISTt1AS: 
~·.,ith ea.ch lett.et- in the 
C is 
H l'S 
1": is 
I i S'~ 
S is 
T ic:; 
M is 
A is 
S is 
Ot-
a.bove) • 
SanJ;_§. 
S is 
A is 
N is 
T is 
A is 
i=c; t-
-fOt-
-fOt-
few 
-For' 
for' 
fot-
fot-
for-
do 
Use 
one usino 
(c-=,Ye. ~.@..!:H1'y~ane?>.. cat-O 1 s) 
(he' 11 \/, !]~.rl', happ i ness) 
(Pudolf, t-ai?in.?) 
( i c I C 1 es ~ .i,c i 1)..9) 
(stock i ngs, stcu'-s, su.qa,.t::"_...!;Qok Ie?>.) 
(tt-ee, tinsel, tu.r·key:) 
(mistletoe, men-y, (}linc§f!:I.§.5:<..t) 
(angel, E.I!.Ql~) 
(secr-ets, Sant.a, savsaqes) 
ern- i stma.s f..9_od .... 'ot-ds (u.ndet-l i ned 
thE' lettet-" in Santa to ,,",wite a poem 
desc t- i bing Santa: 
for 
---_._--
(st.out, Sa.nta.) 
fOt- (always jolly) 
fot- ( nice) 
--------
fat- (ten-ific) 
._--
fot-
-------~--
(always lova.ble) 
New Yeat-'s Resolutigns 
In 1988 I t-eSO 1 ve to ____ . __ . ____________ _ 
Brainstorm for New Year's Resolutions, record on chalk 
boat-d. 
Fa t- __ e :< a..!.!!.PJ.§!. : "c lea.n my t-oom, do my homewot-k, 
to my teachet-, help my mom," etc. 
be nice 
etc. 
tAlha.t. Is" Bit]? ~-::'al-t 1 
What Is Red? What Is White~ Green? 
10 Green Bottles of . 
I Never Saw a Purple Cow 
(Sounds of Numbers. p. 20) 
My name is _ .. _ .. _____ ........ ___ ... _ ....... . 
I am not very big. 
I am not. as big a s a __ . ___ ..... _. ___ ... _ .. ___ ._ ... __ . __ ._._ . 
A ___ ._._. __ ._._ is b t g g e t- t ha n I a.ffi. 
Brainstorm for things bigger t.han the children. 
child selects to write and illustrate. 
Each 
What Is White (What is Pink, Sounds of Numbers. p. 40) 
Brainstorm for things that are white, record on board 
and ask children to make a statement or give a reason for 
each so the finished pattern is like this: 
What is white? 
A whale is white 
If it's a Belu~. 
What is white? 
Snow is white 
As it fa. II s from ttJ.~._21.::..Y~_ 
milk, Santa's 
marshmallows, ice cream, polar 
face, cottage cheese, etc.) 
What. is white? 
~randma'~ hair is white 
Because she's old. 
What is white? 
Papet-. is whi te 
Be+o t- e you d toO aw 9.Jl_ti. 
beat-d, t-abbit, 
bear, chalk, icing, 
teeth, 
a pale 
Do the same, using ot.her colors 
yellow, etc. 
gt-een, blue, 
(p. 47 Catch a Rainbow) 
Ten gt-een bottles o~. __ .. _ ... __ .. __ .. __ 
<relish, dill pickles, green beans, peas, etc.) 
I nevet- sa."') i:l ..... _ ..... __ ... 
I never hope to see one. 
But I can tell you, anyhow 
I'd rather see than be one. 
Each child picks a calor and an animal to ~ill in the 
blanks o~ the pattern. For example: green whale. pink 
pant.:.het- • 
I (I:'VC/' ffAIIJ it.. green wMle 
I neve r lope -fa 5"r (J1l{l. 
8ot- I COIn +~1/ IOU' ally hO~/, 
Id rY1(-hef" see +h~1 b~ DfJe. 
NonrWtn 
I never sa II ~ :yeen r!I(1l 
fJr p \ c fi5h, I never nOpe, 
to ~cc one.·: But 1 can 
ttl I i ru T Qo/ nov, 
lId ro.~her see lhllYl be aC. 
I 11(\/(\ saw 0. 61lAG 
gv~i /1(\ . I nE\f.r Ip~ Poe.ms 
-======1 to . see" . (¥It; But I 
All Kinds 0+ People 
Valentine Cinquains and Snowflake Cinquains 
In The Wi.ntE~r" . 
Bears, Bears, Bears 
Sun Cinql.!a.in~ 
(Sounds Around The Clock. p. 112) 
(We changed it to "All I<inds of F'eople") 
Some p sop Ie --"-------... -.-"",, "._-_._." ..... _--""'-" 
Some people do not. 
Brainstorm for things people do. 
On the front side of the paper, children write their 
sentence and illustrate~ 
e.g. Some people go to Pow-Wows. 
Ang on the back of the papet", they wt"ite: 
Some do not. 
Put pages together as a class book. 
Here are examples by students at Old Sun: 
Some people go to watch wrestling. Some do not. 
Some people go to the Stampede. Some do not. 
Some people drive trucks. Some do not. 
Some people go to the water slide. Some do not. 
Valentine Cinq'lains 
(Same procedure as for Santa Cinquains) 
Use Valentine shapes as my Grade Ones did last year. 
In The I}Jinter (Based on "In The Ni <::,1 ht II , p. 57 
Pow-Wow) . 
Sounds of a 
In t he lA/ i nt e t-
In the wintet" 
a.nel 
and 
(snow) 
( ice) 
(i:t"o~:;t ) 
(dt"iftiflc:j SnOlrl) 
(icicles) 
col d, Brainstorm for winter things; e.g; 
snowstot"ms, skat.i.nq, sk:ilr·lg .• tDbnggc: •. nin(l, sleiqh-··!·-iding, 
snowballs, snot-Jfnan~ SnCH'I E;lr·lqels. skidoos, snowba.ll -Figl'yl::s, 
forts, tunnels, tracks, red noses, rosy cheeks, snowflakes, 
iCicles, etc. 
. .... .. 
, 
, 
C, "'iLl a i n Po~try by Grade lJnr=. 
5Q(\Q.+ CnrYIpball's CIQS....-:;5~ ...... 
') rw \~t \'4 \, e, 
5 ~ 0 V' 'v-\ 'i > G\i-' \-\ t "'1 
f- V' e.e at \\~ ro.\\;I\lJ.'b \owt:n~ 
1 \ \ Y,e S f10\Nf \o.\\eS 
~\"e il} 
'* ~-*-r1t 
;7,Y*tft~.lf 
* 
1¥:. 
* *-~ * *' 
Sn0vJt\dkeS . 
SpI! (k \'j 1 Be.ou ~,ful 
Sh'V'.'V'l9 ~o\\in3' IrQeL1Vlg:i 
SV\O\.J~ \c~~~S(}f'e P('~ Ht 
lo\~ 
Have children write two 
list on the board. 
verses using words from the 
Use Sun shape and -follow the same procedure as for 
Valentine Cinquains. 
Be a..Ls ._._.~E..~t.~.§_,_~~_~-=-~ ( F' a i I'" S Cl F Be <3.1'- s • p. 14. When the Wind 
Blows) 
Do this as a group exercise. I picked animals -for 
which rhymes were readily available. wrote the rhyming words 
on the board and asked the children to compose a line ending 
in the rhyme. So we came up with: 
Beat-s~ beat-s~ 
Sitting on chairs 
Eat i ng peat-s. 
t'1ice, mice 
Skating on ice 
Looking nice. 
Ghost~ ghost, 
Sitting on a post 
Eat i.Jl9. toast. 
Dragons~ dragons~ 
Pulling wagons 
Fu 1.L.gf. baby dt- agons. 
Bunnies. bunnies, 
Readi!l9 the -fl..mnies 
Ea1...!..!l9. honey. 
Bees, bees 
.!Lu z z ~,,!J_g_ in t h~ t t"ees 
Count i.'lg_._Q.y' t ht"ees. 
Frogs~ frogs, 
.~H_:tti'lg on logs 
Ea tJ nq hot. dog s. 
Snake, snake, 
t=:-E.t.i!'l9. c a k e 
.. l!:l_tJJ..§!' 1 a. k e • 
Fo}:, -fo>: ~ 
.p i t. t i 'l9iIJ... a bm: 
On _~...i.Le-=--o-f t-ocks. 
Vampire. vampire, 
.§ i t tj .. .o_~_Q!.:L<?:. t i t- e 
On -f i t"e. 
Cats. cats, 
§jJ:' .. tt'lg_.9..U rna t s 
!1:<?:...LU .. D.9...._.t.9L t- a. t s " 
Boys. boys, 
f.:JS!Y"tng __ ~..Lttl toy s 
ti<?:.Ltng noise. 
Children choose one verse to copy and illustrate. 
Same procedure as Valentine cinqualns. 
Grade. One. 
[ANIMAL R\\YME:S I 
Iane.+- Carnpba l\ "5 C.las.s 
,,:- '.-~.~ . ~~~~ I _p~Y ~~.~;~--mice_-· ~-- .----.----l:Frr,!~~:.~~?;~y.:§;~;~~:-:.-.~~ :,IB~-_:~-.~e/'-- - - . --
I -- -- .----- . .. ,-. ----.v ) -'" 
9<Qtin9 01 ice," Bmzing oro(fd +ree.~ 
Loo.~~.~5~. nice. • ~, .2£ ~a:d . 33.._-': 
.,-
Eo+{~ (,~f>./ 
in~ ~'miMV~ h~ ~.--
By M~chCl.e\ 
s-\-·,...--sc ..... 
Or .... 
Gh - .: ·hj.J-i---O,~t- -.- --71 -. ~:r:-" -----
- Vy_ "'-:J' ~ - -.--.-
Sitti()3 00 ~poi I 
. E~h~'- t~~---::--~· I 
In 'The Sp t- i nq 
I"iv Name Is" -
As I Was Going Up the Stair 
(Based on In The Night p. 57 Sounds 0+ a 
Pow'-Wow) . 
In the Sp t- i ng 
I n the Sp t- i ng 
and 
and 
My Name I s_.-!.._._ ..... 
Brainstorm for Spring things and 
have students write two verses 
filling in blanks from word list 
on boat-d: 
grass. flowers, green 
leaves, gophers, rain, 
rainbows. baby birds, 
baby chicks, blue sky, 
sunshine, white clouds, 
etc. 
Alvina Weasel Child, Grade One teacher at Old 
the children write about themselves, their names, 
liked to eat and what they liked to do: 
Sun, had 
what they 
My name is _._._. ____ .. __ _ 
I like to ea.t and and 
I like to and 
(Sounds of Numbers p. 57) 
Ask children what they could meet going up the stairs 
and have them use their words in the pattern: 
As I was going up the stair 
I met a who was·t there. 
He wasn't there again today 
I wish, I wish he'd stay away. 
ghost. gorilla, zebra, etc. 
, I 
.. 
:····c,. 
~ ... .., 
In 1he Spri~ 
f\owe rs . 
in \he Spri~ 
sunshine '. 
In ~tSpr in9 
L ; L ~ + \ ~ 'm.~ '. 
wv .~' u.~~ 9 ro'wJin~ 
arJ;~ .9 0 p'~e rs . 
t-
.. 
];,~. Joye f 
As I ~~ JOI:J up I~c 
S~1f J me I 'ul who 
WUII ,f I&(~ I fit 1v6l4·f 
, the rc ~';n loJ, I 
1 w~~h. I wl~L. ~ 1/ jfgy 
, Qvvlf11 
H!·h·.!L" 
Bunny Clnql.l.D.l.r·,S (,,;;hODE' r)C\',,"m~;) 
Easter Egg Cinquains (s~ape poems) 
The Good Morning Book 
One., Tt.-Jo., Tht-ee, FO'.I.I· (Indivicil.JB.l Books) 
What Is Big (Part 2) 
(Same procedure as Sun Cinquains) 
This is 
It is based 
Numbet-s. 
basically the same 
on Good Morning, 
as Good Night, Mr. Beetle. 
Mr. Beetle in Sounds of 
One, Two •. Tht-ee, F,pux (p 62~ Sounds of Numbers) 
In the ~irst month of the year 
I ~ound one bl'-own Q.QD.L 
and he ~ollowed me home. 
Put two columns on the board: one for colors, the other 
for animals. Children pick 2 color and an animal to fill in 
the pattern as they write about the 12 months of the 'lear. 
The stUdents did four pages per day and illustrated 
them as a seatwork activity while I was doing Reading 
groups. They did two in the morning, two in the a~ternoon. 
These were made into individual books. 
Wha.t is Big'? (Pat-t 2) (Sounds of Numbet-s, P. 89) 
My name is _ ..._. ___ . ___ .... _._ 
I am not very big 
But I am bigget- than a .. _____ ._. ______ . 
A __ .. __ ._ .. _ i s big 9 e t- t ha n 21. __ . ______ ... _ 
I am bigget- tha.n 2 __ . ______ . _____ • 
A _. ____ ._.. is big 9 e t- t hel. n a __ ... _____ ... ' 
I am big 9 e t- than a. __ ... _. _____ ... . 
A __ . ___ ._ .. _. is big 9 e t- than ':;1.. __ .. _. ___ ... _ 
I a.m big 9 et- t ha n a _ ..... _ .. __ ... _ .. _. __ ." 
A .... ___ ._ .. __ ._ .. _ i s big 9 e t- t h B. n a ...... _____ . __ .. __ . __ 
A is the smallest thing I know. 
One Bright Monday Morning 
Say Hello To Spring 
Does a Goat Wear a Coat 
(-4 Mot. he j'- Is " 
"One br-ight l'1onday marooning ... ,hile on my ..... Iay to school 
I saw 1 blade of green grass growing 
neal'- a litt.le blue pool". 
The original goes t.hrough the days of the week and you 
end up wi th: "7 blades of gl-een gt-ass gt-owing, 6 pl'-etty 
flowers blooming, 5 maple trees budding, 4 birds sweetly 
singing, 3 bees busy buzzing, 2 wiggle-worms a-wiggling and 
1 tiny ant a-crawling ••• neat- a little blue pool". 
We changed it to: 
"One bt- ight 
school I saw 1 
Monday morning while on my way to 
out on the Reser-ve". 
It goes on: One cool Tuesday morning • I saw 2 
. ___ .. _. __ out on the f':eset-ve. 
One windy Wednesday morning. I saw 
3 ___ . ____ out on t.he f':eset-ve. 
One cloudy Thut-sday mot-ning . I saw 
4 __ ._. _____ . _ .. _._ .. ___ au ton t he f':es e too ve . 
One rainy Friday morning . I saw 5 
out on the Reserve. 
One warm Saturday morning near my house 
I saw 6 out on the Reserve. 
One sunny' s~nd·;.Y-·mOt·ning neat- my house I 
saw 7 ______ . __ .. __ out on the j;:eset-ve. 
A Mothet- Is 
My t-'1ot het- is _____ She t,!gr_b .. §. _____ t~~X_g and .taf::g~Si_t::""~_._ of 
f!le and she J. et...? m~....J!)_?_LEL.P~-:lP-'!;"9-t::..D and she _P'.I=~y.~ ___ me .. __ t9....2'.2· 
Each child writes their own version for inside a 
Mothers' Day card. 
(Good Morning Sunshine, p. 88) 
Say he I 1 a to __ . ___ . _____ ... _ 
Say hello to trees 
Say he 1 lot 0 ___ . ____ .. __ . ___ ._ 
Hello there if you please. 
Say hE?llo to 
Say hello to 
Say 11ello to 
Sing Ct. he 11 a 
Sd)l hello to 
noon 
tune. 
Say hello to Spring 
Say he 11 0 tD 
Hello everything~ 
E}~~i!!p_l~§: t- B.bb its ~ gop het-s" kit tens, 
butterflies. bees~ calves, colts. flowers, 
tul ips, I i lacs, kites, mBxbles~ sunshi ne, 
t-ainbows. 
baby bit-ds, 
gr-een gt-ass, 
t-cJ.indl·-ops, and 
Brainstorm for Spring things and have children write 
their own versions and illustrate choosing from word list on 
bOdi·-d. 
(Good Morning Sunshine, p. 104) 
Does a goat wear- a f.: oat ? 
Can a mOLt_s~ 1 ift a 
.!rC!.b!§ie 
e. g. : fo}: bo}: 
frog log 
snai 1 pa i I 
cat t- B. t. 
dt-agon wagon 
Children compose questions using the rhyming words and 
illustrate. 
In The Su.mmet-
{j F<.<.t het- Is. 
I've Got a Gopher Inside My Hat 
The Important Book 
Same procedure as +or In The Spring~ I Th W' 
In The Fall. n e Inter, and 
A Fathet- Is __ " __ . __ " 
This is based on the poem "Notice": 
Notice 
I have a dog, 
I had a cat, 
I've got a +t-og 
Inside my hat. 
I have a _____ , 
I had a cat, 
I've got a ___ _ 
Inside my hat. 
Children choose what they want inside their hats, write 
and i llustt-ate. 
The Impot-tant Bqok 
By Margaret Wise Brown 
"The impot-tant thi ng about .?.!l.-__ ~...fLt~ is that it is 
~l n d • I tis .r e d . Y oLL..h.l.t~_i .. t . .3. __ .S!.!J.fL.it_i.§.. __ w h ! t e ins i g_~.-, ... _._a n..9. 
the juice --...2.R la.sh~? ___ . ..J. . .Q __ ---'i..9UL __ .£9...C~ __ c:\_IJ.Q._tj; __ ~~?tes_Lt!::.§_ .. an 
§.QQ~...9....nd ___ .!.:t-.f? l_L':'L .. £n)J.D .. __ ~._._tL~~.. But the impot-tant thi ng 
a bOll t .~.Q.fU.g i s t ha tit .J: .. ? .... L_P!:,'LI.9 .• 
(a) Children choose objects, things etc. and use the 
pattern to write the important attributes~ e.g.: 
Jl"fhe impot-tant thi.n(;! 
SW8E!PS" • 
OF<: 
about a broom 1S that it 
"The impc)t"t.~.nt thing about the sun is that it is 
bt-ight and wann", etc. 
(b) Children write about people. e.q.: The important 
thing about a mother, teacher,-pollceman. nurse~ 
doctor, basketball player, etc, etc. 
(c) Children pick names 0+ their classmates and write 
about them. Het-e at-e e>:amp les oft-om f<a.r-en 
Hackney's Grade three class: 
"The impot-tant thing about Tt-avis is that he is 
nice. He is my cousin. He is my -friend. But the 
impot-tant thing about Tt-avis is that he is nice". 
By Chantelle 
"The important thing about Lee is that he is my 
-friend. He is a good worker and he is a good 
printer. He is my best -friend and he is a good 
drawer. But the important thing about Lee is that 
he is my -friend. 
by Cody 
Children draw a picture to illustrate their paragraph. 
Make into a class book. 
(d) I took pictureso-f the children in my class. 
A-fterwards, they wrot~ stories about each other 
and drew pictures o-f each of her. I put the 
stories, drawings and photos into a photo album. 
The. im~ortant 1hiy a bJur thJ1rief 
is +hot. ~hc is StJf1~t. ~ht 
QWqys 3e-J) -((1oort 
done: -fi~t.SJe is q J'eoJly ~. * 
30ad rCCJder. she UlWOY5 ~ 
e~ -In 1he L is 1Q,in~ C en~ 
~he is Ci :p~ 'Sfeiler.rriAtf~c 
lfY1pJf1 tart :.' thPJ q bO-lf Hartt11 ef _ 
15 fhaT sk is SjTJqrT. SrCf1l~ 
I • ~'" 
.- .... 
Fil'-st the ~::,..!,J:J;_~,n, t he n t he cat 
Fi t-st the f:J'tLcl,c" 'then the tl..EE.!:! 
Fit-st 
Fi I'-st 
Fil'-st 
the 
the 
the 
1~,!dQQY." the n t hegQIl 
f:-==!:.:t~J:.p_LLL§lL, then ,t he J~ut t!?t-·j: tIL: 
?eg;J;!, then the ELQ.~!.et-
First, the ~_gg, then the Lh...!.f:.t 
Fil-st the ~~~. then the £~~~ 
First the then the 
Fit-st the • then the 
piglet - pig; duckling - duck; 
cal+ - cow; colt - horse; 
gosling - goose; lamb - sheep; 
~awn - deer; tadpole - ~rog, 
etc. 
Have children make a class pattern book - each child writes 
and illustrates one page. 
Introduction: f':ea,d to students ~B.. Maket- of BQ}:es" p. 
Sounds o~ Laughter, For Grades 2 - 6, 
70 in 
Have the pattern o~ the poem on chart paper or blackboard: 
Hello! My name is ____________ " 
I "m a rna k e t- o-F , ___ , _____ ._ 
On Monday I make ____ . __ .. ___________ ' 
On Tuesda,y I make . ______ , __ . ____ .. ____ . __ ' 
On Wednesday I make ___________________ ' 
On Thut-sday I make ________ . ___ _ 
On F t- i da y I rna ke _. __ .. _____ ._. ___ .. __ _ 
On Satut-day I make _______ .. _ 
On Sunday I don" t make _,. __ , _________ _ I 
This pattern could become: a baker o-F cookies or cakes or 
pies, a maker o-F sandwiches, a writer o~ stories, a maker o-F 
cards, toys, hats, jewellery, games, videos, 
choose a 
students' 
topic and do a sample poem on the board using 
ideas. 
Then students choose a topic and do their own poem. 
Teacher monitors. giving help with spelling and 
ensuring that students are doing it correctly. 
Put together in a class book. 
(Sounds o-F Mystery p. 255) 
A poem by Lucia and James L. Hymes, 
J t- • 
Baked bed.ns, 
Buttet- bed.ns, 
Big ~at lima beans, 
Long thing string beans-
Those are just a ~ew. 
beans. 
beans, 
too. 
Gt-een bed.lls, 
Black beans, 
Big -fat kidney 
Red hot chili 
Jumping beans 
Pea beans, 
Pinto beans, 
Don't -fat-get 
Last o-f all, 
shelly beans. 
best o-F 2.11, 
I like jelly beans. 
Use the pattet-n o-f this poem but instead o-f Beans, students 
may choose whatever they like: 
Exampl~: Bears, Hats, Shoes, Pies. 
Put the pattern on the board; 
- ---~-'---""'-'" _.""' .. _ .. __ . 
Those are just a -few. 
------ ------.. -
too. 
Don't -fat-get 
Last o-F all, best o-F a.ll 
I like 
I like bugs. 
Black bugs, 
Gt-een bugs, 
Bad bugs, 
Mea.n bugs, 
Any kind o-F bugs. 
I like bugs. 
1 ike 
An'l kInd I-:J+ 
11 ke 
A bug on the sidewalk, 
A bug in the grass, 
A lJuq in B. t-ug, 
A bug in a glass. 
I like bugs. 
Big bugs, 
Fa1:: bugs, 
Skinny bugs, 
F<:ound bugs, 
Lady bugs, 
Buggy bugs. 
I like bugs. 
By Margaret Wise Brown 
A 
A 
A 
A 
I like 
I like 
on the 
in the 
i.n d. 
in a 
Instead of bugs, children may use: butterflies, flowers, 
tracks (of various animals), guitars, music, monsters, witches, 
pies, books, hats, shoes, dogs, cats, fish, or witches. 
At Chie+ Old Sun School, children start journal writing in 
Grade One B.nd continu,:~ tt-wo'-'.qhlJu.t the c:wa.des u.p to 3.nd including 
The childr·en in Grade One, at the beginning 0+ the school 
year, merely copy the date into their journal and draw a picture 
and label it. Since the alphabet charts at the +ront 0+ the room 
contain pictures and words, o+ten the children will choose one 0+ 
these to draw and label. Last year I had a Weather Chart with 
weather words on the wall and one little girl drew a sun and 
wrote "sunny" one day and a "hailing" pictut-e the ne>:t day. 
One 0+ the +irst sentences the students learned to read in 
Gt-ade One was "I ca.n see a t-ai nbow" +t-om the Impressions reader, 
so they wer-e encout-aged to use the sentence +t-ame, "I can see a 
" 3.nd to +i11 it in with a word +rom the alphabet 
chat-ts. 
A+ter a month 0+ Story Pictures and learning to read - when 
the children have developed a small reading/writing vocabulary-
they begin writing more varied entries in their- jOlJ.t"nals. No 
help in spelling IS given to Grade One children writing in their 
jouxnal s. 
They are told to +ind the words +rom their Story Picture 
notebook dictlonaries, ~rom the alphabet charts and other word 
cards and labels in the classroom. 
The jouxna.l ·set-ves as a. "dialogl...\e" or private conversation 
bet:ween stt..!.dent and tea.chet-. Teachers are encouraged to comment 
on journal entries and to ask questions that children can answer 
day in their journals. Students also are ~ree to ask 
questions o~ the teacher 
questions seem to be: 
the most common and pressing 
"How old ar-e you.?" and "When is YOLW 
bi r-thday?" ! Children are curious about the personal 1 i ves o~ 
the i t- and through this lively question-and-answer 
sharing between students and their teachers, the journal helps to 
develop bonds o~ ~riendship and understanding. 
Journal writing also provides a catharsis, 
the tensions o~ other areas o~ the curriculum and outside-o~-
school occurrences. The journal allows children to express their 
~eelings and emotions about topics they ~eel too deeply about to 
discuss. In the journal, the children o~ten write about things 
they ~eel reluctant or unable to express or discuss otherwise. 
In this aspect, the journal entries are invaluable to the teacher 
because they provide insights into the needs, i nter-ests .and 
problems 0+ the Indian child, as in the case o~ a Grade Two 
student (a ~ew years ago) whose journal entries were, at ~irst, 
misinterpreted by her teacher: 
.J OLJJ';;: N6LE.!\! If:)~_ m:lE.. 
"I got some -footballs and we took them." 
pli:'l.y'ing f:Gotbe::.] 17 Whf2n do you. play';:'" 
days." 
Fortunately. a~ter this entry the teacher realized that the 
"footba.lls" the little git-I was t:edking c\bout I-'Jet-e not t.hings you 
thr-owar-oLlnd a. ballfield a.nd neither- wen;! "sleepet-s" a pai,·- of 
pyjamas. The footballs and sleepers in the journal entry were 
slang or Reserve jargon for drugs. 
JOUt- na 1 keep ing is probably as ancient as writing. The 
ear-liest jout-nals wet-e pr-obably communit.y t-ecor-ds "ct-ea.ted not 
Llnli ke the "wi nter- count' of the Plains Indians when tribal 
elders met at the campfire to decide which events to put on the 
walls of their- teepees". Simons~ "Keeping 'y'OLW 
Per-sona.1 Jour-nal", Paulist Pr-ess~ New Yot-k, p. 8) 
The jour-nal then is a way of fixing events - deeds~ 
fantasies, dreams and hopes in time and space. Thr'ough the 
personal communication fostered in journal writing, the studf:::'nt 
finds that there is someone (the teacher) who listens (reads what 
he writes) and cares (writes back). 
life: 
A high school student tell how journal writing enriched her 
" A], t houg h IrJe did 
day, our weekly assignment 
teacher was pretty cool. 
write my true feelings to 
many things in class day to 
~\li:'I.S tr.witing a jour-nal. Dux 
She was only 22 and I could 
her and anything else I 
ba.ck to mE~. It ItJc~S like wanted. She would write 
writing to myself but my journal could t.alk ba.ck. She 
was very open in what she wrote. And through our 
writing we got to know each other but ~ace to ~ace we 
barely looked at one another. But we could reach each 
other with our written words and that seemed to be 
enough". (Annei:te) 
